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PART 1: 

MANDATE OF THE TRIBUNAL AND THE TRIBUNAL MEMBERS 

Mandate of the Tribunal 

1. The mandate of the Provincial Court Judges Salary and Benefits Tribunal (hereinafter 

referred to as the Tribunal) is established under Section 28 of the Provimia/ COllrt Act, 1991, 

S.N.L. 1991 , c. 15, as amended (hereinafter referred to as the Act) to make recommendations 

to Government for the four year period from April 1,2013 to March 31, 201 7. Before 

legislative change, section 28.2(1) of the Act required the Tribunal to present its report to the 

Minister no later than September 30, 2014. In December of 2014 the Lieutenant Governor 

in Council appointed D. Bradford L. Wicks Q.c. as chairperson; D avid Eaton Q.c. on 

behalf of the Judge's Association and John Whelan on behalf of the province as members of 

this Tribunal under the authority of the Act. 

2. The unfortunate delay in the appointment of the Tribunal necessitated that the Provincial 

Government amend the Act as the deadline of September 30, 2014 for the Tribunal's Report 

had already passed . "\ccordingly, the Provincial Government passed Bill 43, An Amcndmentto 

tbe Provimia! Com1 Ad, through the House of Assembly and it received Royal Assent on April 

1, 2015. The hearings of the Tribunal took place on May 25, 26 and 27, 2015. 

The Tribunal Members 

3. D. Bradford L. \X'icks Q.c. was admitted to the bar of Newfoundland and Labrador in 

December of 1982. He graduated from Memorial University of Newfoundland with a 

Bachelor o f i\rts degree in 1979 and from Dalhousie University with a Bachelor of Laws 
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degree in 1982. In 1989, he was awarded a Masters of Business Administration degree from 

Memorial University of Newfoundland. After admission to the bar, he worked as an 

associate with the firm of O'Reilly, Noseworthy until joining the Crown Attorney's office in 

November 1983. In December of 1989 he joined the firm of \X'illiams, Roebothan, McKay 

and Marshall where he was admitted to the partnership in 1992. He is currently the 

managing partner of the successor firm of Roebothan, McKay and Marshall where his 

practice includes personal injury litigation, corporate commercial work, administrative and 

employment law matters. H e has served as a bencher of the Law Society of Newfoundland 

and its Chair of Discipline; member and Vice-Chair of the Board of Regents of Memorial 

University; Director and Chair of Corporate Governance of Ronald McDonald House of 

Newfoundland and Labrador; Chair of the Public Accountants Licensing Board, and 

member of the Terra Nova Reference Price Committee. Currently he is a member of the 

Education Committee of the Law Society; Chancellor of the Anglican Diocese of Eastern 

Newfoundland and Labrador and a member of the Advisory Board of a St. John'S based 

business. 

4. David Eaton Q.c. was admitted to the bar of Newfoundland and Labrador in December of 

1980 after graduating from Queen's University in May 1980 with a Bachelor of Laws degree. 

He joined the firm of Le,,~s Day Cook et al where he was a partner from 1982 to 1991. In 

1992 he became a partner at the fum of Chalker, Green & Rowe which became McInnes 

Cooper in 2000. His practice includes: civil litigation in a variety of areas including 

corporate-commercial matters, media and defamation, professional regulatory and liability, 

employment and class actions; criminal and quasi-criminal defence including, occupational 

health and safety and environmental offences. He has long been involved with the Law 
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Society of Newfoundland in nrious capacities including: past bencher with the Law Society 

of Newfoundland; Past Treasurer (president) in 1998-1999; Chair of the Law Society Bar 

1\dmission Program and member of Education Committee since approximately 1989; and, 

is currently the Vice-Chair of the Complaints Authorization Committee. He has served as 

the H onourary Solicitor of the Ne,,·foundland and Labrador Command o f the Royal 

Canadian Legion since 1983. 

5. John \X'helan was admitted to the bar in 2009 after graduating from the University of New 

Brunswick. He also has an Honours Bachelor of Commerce degree with Memorial 

University. He articled and spent time as an associa te at the flIm o f Stewart McKelvey until 

he moved on to an in house counsel position with SeaFair Capital Inc. and a Director 

position with Blue Sky Family Care. Further, Mr. Whelan worked as an Instructor at the 

Memorial University of Newfoundland in Business La,,- from May 2012 to August 2013. He 

also served on the Board of Directors of the Newfoundland and Labrador Employers' 

Council in 2011. In 2012 Mr. \X'helan obtained an Advanced Executive Certificate fro m 

Queen's University. 

PART 2: 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Previous Tribunals 

6. Since 1991, the following Tribunals have adjudicated the appropriate level of financial 

security for Provincial Court Judges: 

• The 1992 Whalen Tribunal 
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• The 1997 Roberts T ribunal 

• The 2001 Hoegg Tribunal 

• The 2006 Steele Tribunal 

• The 2010 Andrews Tribunal 

7. The il.ndrews Tribunal, like this one, expcrienced delays before appointment by the 

Provincial Government and before hearings could be held. Originally, the Andrews Tribunal 

was to have reported by April 1,2010. Due to these delays, the Andrews Tribunal was not 

able to issue its report until September 30, 2010. As a result, its recommendations included 

an 18 month period of retroactivity. 

8. The Andrews Tribunal made recommendations regarding: salary; interest on tetroactive 

salary payments; pensions; vacation; salary differential for Chief Judge and associate Chief 

Judge; maternity and parental leave for Judges; judicial indemnity; sick leave; and costs. 

9. The Andrews Tribunal correctly described the Tribunal process as turbulent, characterized 

by delays in appointment of tribunals and the resort to litigation to determine whether 

certain of the recommendations were appropriate and should be implemented. The Andrews 

Tribunal recommendations were fully accepted by the Provincial Government on Mal' 19, 

2011. Retroactive increases to compensation were received by Provincial Court Judges in 

July 2011. 

10. Despite the unfortunate history of late appointments of this and past Tribunals, we take this 

role \\~th the seriousness and respect it deselTcs . T he Tribunal hopes that its 
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recommendations will be considered, accepted, and implemented on a timely basis. The 

Tribunal also urges the Proyincial Government to adopt a more diligent approach to 

appointments of future Tribunals such that they are able to report in a timely manner prior 

to the expiry of the legislated date. In this way, the e,-idence before and considerations of 

the Tribunal will relate wholly to prospecti,-e, rather than retroactive, recommendations. 

PART 3: 

INTRODUCTION TO THE ISSUES 

11. The rule of law is a cornerstone of our democratic system and part of maintaining that is 

ensuring judicial independence. While the legislative and executive branches of government 

may be susceptible to political winds, partisan interests, or private interests; Judges cannot 

be. There must not be political interference or private interests, or the appearance of same, 

which would place the independence of the judiciary into question. This is guaranteed in 

large part by ensuring the financial security of the judiciary. 

12. Judicial independence was initially guaranteed to Superior Courts in the COllstitlltion Ad, 1867 

and it has since been constitutionally confirmed to inferior courts, such as Provincial Courts. 

These courts specialize in criminal law, by virtue of section 11 of the Constitlliion Act, 1982, 

more particularly, section 11 (d) of the Canadian Charier of Rights alld rrcedoms which states: 

"Any person charged with an offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proven 

guilty according to law in a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal." 
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13. As the Andrews Tribunal correctly cannssed, the issues of judicial independence and judicial 

remuneration in the context of section II(d) of the Charter were considered by the Supreme 

Court o f Canada in the PEl Refer",,.e, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 3. This case built upon Valente v. R, 

[1985] 2 SCR 673, wherein the Supreme Court of Canada listed three essential conditions of 

judicial independence: (1) security of tenure; (2) financial security; and (3) institutional 

independence on matters o f administration bearing directly on the exercise of its judicial 

function. 

14. While to some extent this Tribunal has an impact on all three of those essential conditions, 

financial security is what Tribunals such as this one are tasked to protect. In the PEl 

Reference, Chief Justice _'\ntonio Lamer indicated that the institutional dimension of financial 

security has three components. T hey are described in paragraphs 133 to 135 of that decision: 

133 First, as a general constitutional principle, the salaries of Provincial Court] udges 
can be reduced, increased, or frozeo, either as part of an o,-erali economic measure 
which affects the salaries of all or some persons who are remunerated from public 
funds, or as part of a measure which is directed at Proyincial Court Judges as a 
class. However, any changes to or freezes in judicial remuneration require prior 
recourse to a special process, which is independent, effectiYe, and objective, for 
determining judicial remuneration, to avoid the possibility of, or the appearance of, 
political interference through economic manipulation. \Xbat judicial independence 
requires is an independent body, along the lines of the bodies that exist in many 
provinces and at the federal level to set or recommend the level s of judicial 
remuneration. T hose bodies are often referred to as commissions, and for the sake 
of convenience, we will refer to the independent body required by s. 11 (dJ as a 
commission as well. Governments are constitutionally bound to go through the 
commission process. The recommendations of the commission would not be 
binding on the executive or the legislature. Nevertheless, though those 
recommendations are non-binding, they should not be set aside lightly, and, if the 
executive or the legislature chooses to depart from them, it has to justify its decision 
- if need be, in a court of law. As I explain below, when governments propose to 
single out Judges as a class for a pay reduction, the burden of justifica tion will be 
heavy. 
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134 Second, under no circumstances is it permissible for the judiciary - not only 
collectively through representative organizations, but also as individuals - to engage 
in negotiations over remuneration with the executive or representatives of the 
legislature. Any such negotiations would be fundamentally at odds with judicial 
independence. As I explain below, salary negotiations are indelibly poli tical, because 
remuneration from the public purse is an inherently political issue. Moreover, 
negotiations would undermine the appearance of judicial independence, because the 
Crown is almost always a party to criminal prosecutions before Provincial Courts, 
and because salary negotiations engender a set of expectations about the behaviour 
of parties to those negotiations which are inimical to judicial independence. When I 
refer to negotiations, I utilize that term as it is traditionally understood in the labour 
relations context. Negotiations over remuneration and benefits, in colloquial terms, 
are a form of "horse-trading". The prohibition on negotiations therefore does not 
preclude expressions of concern or representations by Chief justices and Chief 
Judges, and organizations that represent Judges, to governments regarding the 
adequacy of judicial remuneration. 

135 Third, and finally, any reductions to judicial remuneration, including de 
facto reductions through the erosion of judicial salaries by inflation, cannot take those 
salaries below a basic minimum level of remuneration which is required for the office 
of a Judge. Public confidence in the independence of the judiciary would be 
undermined if Judges were paid at such a low rate that they could be perceived as 
susceptible to political pressure through economic manipulation, as is witnessed in 
many countries. 

15. To summarize the first component, the Tribunal members must balance judicial 

independence with the economic realities of the Provincial Gm"ernment. Tribunal decisions 

are non"binding yet are not to be set aside ligh tly. The burden of justification in departing 

from the recommendations of a Tribunal is squarely on the Provincial Government. 

16. The second component is that it is inappropriate for the judiciary to engage in any 

bargaining process with the Provincial Government. The jurisprudence with respect to 

Tribunals such as this is that the Tribunal is to act as an institutional sieve to avoid such an 

unseemly negotiation. T he Tribunal is to present an objective and fair set of 
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recommendations dictated by the public interest. This issue is particularly important in the 

context of this decision, as the Province is asking the Tribunal to align Judges' remuneration, 

in particular their pension, with those of the public service. Given the competing positions 

of the parties on issues such as bringing pensions in line with those of the proyincial public 

service as argued by the Province and the competing compensation recommendations of the 

parties, it is easy to see how bargaining would have to occur in the absence of the Tribunal. 

17. The third component is that judge's salaries must stay above a basic minimum level such 

that the public confidence in the independence of the judiciary remains intact. We must not 

let judicial remuneration sink to a point where Judges could be perceived to be susceptible to 

political pressure; and, a fortiori, the level to which Judges might actually be susceptible to 

pressure. 

18. The Supreme Court of Canada further acknowledged these principles in the Bodner decision, 

Provimial COllri JlIdgeJ Asso,iation of New Bmllswick v. N"v Brllllswick (Millister of Jllstice) el aI., 

[2005] S.C.]. No. 47 at paragraphs 7 and 8: 

The components of judicial independence are: security of tenure, administra tive 
independence and financial security; see Va/Cllte, at pp. 694, 704 and 708; 
the Rtfem,,<, at para. 115; Ell, at para. 28. 

The Rtferella, at paras. 131-35, states that financial security embodies three 
requirements. First, judicial salaries can be maintained or changed only by recourse 
to an independent commission. Second, no negotiations are permitted between the 
judiciary and the government. Third, salaries may not fall below a minimum level. 

19. Judicial independence is reflected by the relationship the Judge has with the executive. The 

executive cannot, or cannot be seen to be able to, manipulate Judges. Ideally, to attract the 
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best candidates, every member of a particular bar should be prepared to consider accepting a 

judicial appointment in the jurisdiction in which he or she practices. While financial security 

plays a large role in that preference, we must note that lawyers give up very significant 

aspects of their lives to become members of the judiciary. This forms the basi s of the factors 

the Tribunal ought to consider in applying the above principles. 

PART 4 

FACTORS CONSIDERED 

Introduction 

20. This Tribunal's enabling starute, the Provincia! COllri Act, S.N.L 1991 , c. 15, does not 

delineate the factors upon which a Tribunal is to base its decision. In the absence of a set of 

factors, the T ribunal is free to consider what it deems appropriate so long as it considers the 

objective criteria in making its recommendations. The Tribunal considers its primary task is 

to make recommendations that ensure judicial independence to the extent possible through 

maintenance of financial security of Provincial Court Judges; the second of the three 

essential conditions of judicial independence according to the Valente. It will do this in 

principle of the three components of financial security as set out originally in the PEl 

Reference as described above. Various factors, however, have been proposed to inform the 

Tribunal's decision. 

21. The Andrews Tribunal considered the following factors in coming to its decision: 

• The Protection of Judicial Independence and Public Interest in the Administration of 

Justice 
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• The Nature and Importance of the Work Perf01med by Judges and their Unique role 

and Responsibiliry in our Sociery 

• The Need to Attract, Motivate and Retain the Most Highly Qualified Candidates from all 

Areas of Practice 

• Increases in the Cost of Living 

• How the Salary Compares with that of other Relevant Groups in Sociery 

• The Fiscal Capacity of Government in Light of Current Economic Conditions 

• The Precedential Value of the Recommendations of Previous Salary and Benefits 

Tribunals 

22. The Association asks this Tribunal to consider the following factors in making its 

determinations: 

• The Protection of Judicial Independence and the Public Interest in the Administration of 

Justice 

• The Nature and Importance of the \l( 'ork Performed by Provincial Court Judges and 

Their Unique Role and Responsibiliry in our Sociery 

• The Need to Attract, Motivate and Retain the Most Highly Qualified Candidates from all 

Areas of Practice 

• Increases in the Cost of Living 

• The Fiscal Capaciry of Government in light of Current Economic Conditions 

23. The Province put forth the following factors for the Tribunal to consider: 

• The Precedential Value of the Recommendations of Previous Salary and Benefits 

Tribunals 

• The Important and Unique Role of Provincial Court Judges 

• Salaries of Other Relevant Groups in Sociery 

• Need to Attract Excellent Candidates 

• Increases in the Cost of Living 

• The Fiscal Capaciry of the Provincial Government in Light of Current Economic 

Conditions. 

• Judicial Independence. 
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24. In view of the above factors, we feel it important to distinguish between factors and the 

bedrock principles. In particular, some notion of judicial independence is included in each of 

the lists above. To what extent is it a factor? We suggest it is not a factor. Instead, as 

explained above, it is the absolute guiding principle of which there are essential conditions. 

One of the essential conditions is financial securi ty of which there are three components. 

The analysis of those components hinges on the factors affecting the issues. T herefore, we 

are not to place the notion of judicial independence on the scales of justice as a mere factor. 

Rather, in this context, it is the scale and we weigh the factors thereupon. By weighing the 

relevant factors, we determine how to best ensure financial security and thereby, judicial 

independence. 

25. With respect to the precedential value of previous Tribunal decisions as a determinative 

factor, while we indeed look to previous Tribunal decisions for the guiding principles, 

previous decisions are not binding. As stated by the Supreme Court of Canada in Bodner, 

while we are to keep in mind the starting point of the pre,-ious commission's report, the 

T ribunal process is flexible and its purpose is not simply to 'update' the prevtous 

commission's report. The court also stated in Bodner the following at paragraph 15: 

Each corrurussion must make its assessment in its own context. However, this rule 

does not mean that each new compensation commission operates in a void, 

disregarding the work and recommenda rions of its predecessors. The reports of 

previous commissions and their outcomes form part of the background and context 

that a new compensation committee should consider. A new commission may very 

well decide that, in the circumstances, its predecessors conducted a thorough review 

of judicial compensation and that, in the absence of demonstrated change, only 

minor adjustments are necessary. If on the other hand, it considers that previous 

reports fail ed to set compensa tion and benefits at the appropriate level due to 

particular circumstances, the new commission may legitimately go beyond the 
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findings of the previous COmtI1lSSI0n, and after a careful reYleW, make its own 

recommendations on that basis. 

26. While we do not take issue with the Andrews Tribunal Report, the general context of each 

Tribunal is unique and it is the evidence that informs analysis of the factors to be considered. 

Circumstances are different today than they were in 2010. As such, we make this Report 

while taking into account today's context while carrying forward insights from the I'\ndrews 

Tribunal where appropriate. 

27. This Tribunal will weigh the following factors while remaining continuously guided by the 

overarching principles described aboye: 

• The Nature and Importance of the Work Performed by Pro"incial Court Judges and 

Their Unique Role and Responsibility in our Society 

• The Need to Attract, Motivate and Retain the Most Highly Qualified Candidates from all 

Areas of Practice 

• Salaries of Other Relevant Groups of Society 

• Increases in the Cost of Living 

• The Fiscal Capacity of Government in light of Current Economic Conditions 

The Nature and Importance of the Work Performed by Provincial Court Judges and Their 

Unique Role and Responsibility in our Society 

28. The Andrews Tribunal considered this factor in 2010 and recognized the importance of the 

work performed by, and the unique role of, Judges in our society. It seemed to have, and 

perhaps appropriately so, given more weight to the other factors. Nonetheless, we do think 

it important to consider the unique role played by Newfoundland and Labrador Judges in 

detail. 
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29. The Association pointed out various unique demands upon Provincial Court Judges. I t notes 

that all Judges who assume jurisdiction of criminal matters face significant challenges that 

their more highly paid federal counterparts perhaps do not see to the same degree. Indeed, 

the work of a PrO\-inciai Court Judge involves high stakes as they predominantly im-oh-e 

criminal matters where the ,-ery liberty of the accused citizen is at stake. As such, Provincial 

Court Judges are frequently exposed to very tense and emotional circumstances. Not only is 

the subject matter of some criminal cases very disturbing, but also, outside of locations 

where there is a Unified Family Court, PrO\-incial Court Judges regularly preside over 

difficult family matters. Further, since the expansion of the Provincial Court's civil 

jurisdiction to include claims of up to $25,000.00, Provincial Court Judges must now 

contemplate not only a higher quantity of cases, but more diverse and potentially complex 

cases. 

30. 1\S mentioned, Judges are unique in this society as it is inappropriate for them to bargain 

indi,-idually or collectively for their own compensation. As stated by Lamer qc in the PEl 

Refere"" , such a practice would frustrate a major purpose of s. 11 (d) of the Charter. 

31. Circuit courts present a challenge to Provincial Court Judges in Newfoundland and 

Labrador. As argued by the Association, the travel to circuit courts often occurs in less than 

ideal conditions and adds a high level of stress to the work. As an example, a Judge in Happy 

Valley-Goose Bay is required to attend court on the coast of Labrador and may leave home 

Sundar afternoon and not return until the following Saturday, prO\-ided travel conditions are 

ideal; which they often are not. Similarly, a Judge in Grand Bank would le,,-e his or her 

home and drive fi,-e hours on the highway on Sunday afternoon to convene court on 
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Monday morning in Bonavista. The demands on a Judge's personal time are obvious and, 

linking in to the second factor, might not be appealing to the highly qualified members of 

the bar who are accustomed to work life centered in a larger community. 

32. Effective January 1, 2013, the number of circuit courts was reduced from 22 to 15, which 

compounds the issue by requiring judges to traye! farther and more often. 

33. Several of the circuit points, particularly those in Labrador, do not have dedicated court 

facilities. The community halls and other buildings where court is conducted lack securi ty, 

permanent seating and appropriate court technology. The inadequate facilities present a 

challenge and add another lenl of stress to the proceedings. 

34. As the Association pointed out, this undesirable situation came to a head on May 29, 2014 

when the Legal Aid Commission indicated that it would stop sending staff to the Innu 

community of Natuashish due to safety concerns. This issue arose when the only hote! in the 

community was unable to retain kitchen staff and legal aid lawyers \\'ere unable to find 

anywhere to eat. Further, it was reported rhat the only hotel in the community had no fire 

escape, had only one real entrance, and that all the windows were nailed shut with stee! mesh 

covers m'er them. There were also concerns about a roaming pack of dogs in the community 

which posed a danger to community residents and court participants. 

35. The Association also pointed out that Newfoundland and Labrador Judges exerCise 

significantly broader jurisdiction than those in other provinces as Provincial Court Judges 

here perform after-hours duties that in other provinces are performed by Justices of the 
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Peace. Newfoundland and Labrador Judges received a 3.8% adjustment to their salary to 

reflect these extra duties after the Steele Tribunal. 

36. For their part, the Pro\'ince acknowledged the importance of Provincial Court Judges and 

stated this \\'as already reflected in their compensation as they are paid outside the range of 

the highest paid civil sen -ants and even beyond the amounts paid to the other branches of 

government, such as Members of the legislature and Ministers of the Crown. 

37. W'hile we appreciate that Judges are compensated at a level higher than those in other 

branches of government, including members of the legislature, in accordance with the 

principles above, as is discussed in more detail later, the Tribunal is of the view that this is 

not a meaningful comparator. 

38. While this factor is illuminating in the analysis to a certain degree, the challenges faced by 

Judges given our provincial geography are the same as those the Prorince faces with respect 

to providing other selyices. There are indeed unique challenges for Provincial Court Judges 

in this province, but the Prm'incial Government also faces those unique challenges. W'e 

discuss these in detail in our analysis of the Province's fiscal capacity. In light of the 

foregoing, and given the Steele Tribunal's recommendation of a 3.8% adjustment for the 

extra duties Provincial Court Judges took on in lieu of Justices of the Peace (which was 

implemented by the Province), this factor is low on the scale of importance in respect of its 

determinative value for this Tribunal's decision-making. 
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The Need to Attract, Motivate, and Retain the Most Highly Qualified Candidates from all 

Areas of Practice 

39. Both the Association and the Province agree that this is an important factor in determining 

judicial remuneration but differ on ho,,- we are to apply it and what weight we are to accord 

1t. 

40. The Association argues that in considering this factor, we should tum our minds to the 

following five points: the relevance of the Tribunal process itself; the significance, if any, to 

be drawn from the number of applicants, to the limited extent that any information is 

available in that regard; the need to attract highly qualified candidates (with an emphasis on 

highly); the competition for applicants from federal (5. 96) courts; and the need to promote 

legal diversity on the Bench. 

41. As to the first point, the _.>,ssociation points out that a la,,"yer considering allowing himself or 

herself to be considered for appointment does not simply look at the level of remuneration; 

rather, he or she considers what is in place to adjust the level of judicial remuneration and 

whether that process has been meaningful. They further argue that the history of lethargy on 

the part of Government in handling this process undermines its ability to attract high quality 

candidates and even negati,-ely affects the ability to retain Judges currently on the bench. 

42. \X'hile this Tribunal recognizes the history of lethargy (and deals with it in more detail in 

other parts of this Report), we doubt the extent to which the history of lethargy has had an 
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impact in attracting or retaining high quality candidates. In this regard, the Association did 

not single out any Judges who left the bench or any applicants who did not apply for this 

reason. Accordingly, it is our view that this issue has not escalated to the point that it would 

dissuade high quality candidates from applying, or existing Judges continuing in office, to 

any more than a minimal degree. 

43. As to the second and third points, the Association argues that there will always applicants for 

judicial positions. For some lawyers, it may be the only prospect they realistically ha,"e of an 

increase in remuneration and these lawyers will always remain in the pool of applicants. They 

say for us to rely on the number of applicants is to assume those applicants are qualified. 

They further argue that it is not enough that the pool of applicants consist of merely 

qualified individuals, but they ought to be highly qualified. 

44. With respect to the Association's argument regarding the fourth point (the competition for 

Applicants), we address this in our discussion of next factor; that is, Salaries of Other 

Relennt Groups in Society. The Association points to the gap between remuneration for 

Provincial Court Judges and that of federally appointed or federal (s. 96) Judges. The 

Association points out that all of these courts seek applications from the same pool of 

applicants. 

45. The Association argues that successive Judicial Compensation Commissions GCCs) in other 

jurisdictions have acknowledged that the greater the gap In remuneration between 

provincially and federally appointed Judges, the greater the likelihood highly qualified 

applicants will refrain from applying for a provincial appointment. 
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46. With respect to the fifth point, legal diversity, the Association relies upon the Steele Tribunal 

who stated: 

... a Bench comprised of highly qualified professionals from varied practice 

backgrounds in both the public and pri,-ate sectors would sen-e to reinforce a 

favourable public perception of the court. 

47. In this regard, of the 22 full-time Judges, only eight (36%) were appointed from private 

practice \\~th the remaining 64% having come from a pool of Crown lawyers or Legal Aid 

lawyers. Of the seven per diem Judges, only one was appointed from private practice. The 

Association points out that when this breakdown is compared with the Bar as a whole, the 

results are almost precisely the opposite: 65% of all lawyers are in private practice while only 

20% are in Government. 

48. The Province recognizes the importance of attracting excellent candidates, but urges the 

Tribunal to take care in considering this factor. In a novel argument, the Province says that if 

judicial remuneration is set too high, it may attract candidates who are simply interested in 

the salary or the pension rather than individuals who m sh to serve society on the bench. In 

support of this, they cite the follomng from the &port of the Canadian Bar Asso,iatioll Committee 

011 tbe Independem'e of tbe JlIdidary ill Callada (20 August 1984): 

It is neither necessary nor desirable to establish judicial salaries at such a level as to 

match the Judges' earnings before appointment to the bench. The most obvious 

reason for this is that such a policy would tend to attract people to the bench for 

purely financial reasons. The sort of person who would accept a position on the 

bench because it paid well is not the sort of person who would make the best Judge. 
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49. While we appreciate the Province's position and agree with the passage quoted from the 

Canadian Bar Association to some degree, we are not concerned that an increase in 

Provincial Court Judges' remuneration in these circumstances will initiate a slippery slope of 

purely wealth seeking individuals to the bench. It may well cause such an increase in the 

number of such applicants; though, as the Association points out, such applicants will always 

be there. \X'e are more confident that high quality candidates will have a much better chance 

of scoring highly through the application process than those individuals about whom the 

Province is concerned. We agree with the Association that there are too few members of the 

Bar from private practice comprising as members of the judiciary, but we are hesitant to 

draw a causal link between that and judicial remuneration absent direct evidence in respect 

of same. 

50. \X'eighing the arguments of the Association and the Province on the points above, and 

bearing in mind the unique position of Proyincial Court Judges in Newfoundland and 

Labrador described above, we take the view that in the present context this factor supports 

higher remuneration for Provincial Court Judges, but only to a limited extent. 

Salaries of Other Relevant Groups of Society 

Comparison to Federal (s.96) I udges 

51. The Association points to the gap between remuneration for Provincial Court Judges and 

thar of federal (s. 96) Judges. They point out that all of these courts seek applications from 

the same pool of applicants. 
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52. The ,'.ssociation further argues that successi,-e Judicial Compensation Commissions in other 

jurisdictions have acknowledged that the greater the gap in remuneration between 

provincially and federally appointed J udges, the greater the likelihood highly qualified 

applicants will refrain from applying for a provincial appointment. 

53. The Province argues that there is little merit in using federal judicial salaries as a comparator 

as they are specifically designed to address the problem of attracting top candidates in 

Canada's largest cities ,,-here legal salaries are par ticularly high. They cite the Supreme Court 

of Canada in Bodl1erwho they say recognized this in affirming the following passage from the 

Ne,,- Brunswick Court of Appeal decision appealed from at paragraph 163: 

... the Government of New Brunswick is justified in its contention that the 

Association's claim to salary parity with federally appointed puisne Judges is 

misguided. The federal salary is fixed by reference to factors that have no application 

in the prm-incial context. Specifically, the fact that the federal salary is uniform, so as 

not to reflect regional differences, and that it is set at a level that is capable of 

attracting qualified candida tes in a major metropolitan areas throughout Canada, 

where salary levels are much higher than in the small urban centres, are factors that 

need not concern provincial remuneration commissions. Thus, the Government has 

identified a "factor" that justifies the existence of a salary differential between 

provincially and federally appointed Judges as contemplated by s_ 22.03(6)(a.1). 

54. Like the Andrews Tribunal before us, we do not believe the remuneration gap as it currently 

exists between Provincial Court Judges and federal (s.96) Judges deters excellent candidates 

from making an application to the Provincial Court of this province. \X'e would not go as far 

as the Province does to say that the comparator is meaningless, as we believe it is possible 

for the gap to get so large as to actually deter highly qualified candidates from applying to be 

a Provincial Court Judge, but we do not accept that is the case now. 
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Comparison to DeputJ' Ministers 

55. The Province argues that the judiciary and the senior most leyels of government are drawn 

from thc same pool of highly gualified professionals, thereby making Deputy Ministers' 

compensation a highly relevant comparator group. 

56. We do not agree. While candidates may be drawn from a similar pool, Deputy Ministers are 

not a good comparator group. Unlike Judges, their independence is not constitutionally 

enshrined. \X'hile their salaries may be one of the many factors to be considered in respect of 

Judges' compensation, they are not appropriate as direct comparators. As such, we are of a 

similar mind to that of the Andrews Tribunal, which stated the following at paragraph 44: 

Like the Hoegg and Steele Tribunals, this Tribunal rejects the notion that 

compensation paid to Deputy Ministers is a highly appropriate or useful comparator 

when determining the compensation for Judges. While the compensation for D eputy 

Ministers is one of the many factors to consider in arriving at an appropriate salary 

recommendation, the Tribunal is of the view that this factor would be very low on 

the scale of itnportance. 

Comparison to Provincial Court Judges in Other Jurisdictions 

57. The Prm-ince argues that the compensation level of Provincial Court Judges in other 

jurisdictions is a comparator freguently used by judicial compensation commissions in 

Canada. They say that while this is an important comparator, the level of compensation for 

Judges in this prm-incc must ultimately be determined by reviewing and weighing local 

economic realities. 
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58. The Province further argues that the Tribunal ought not to rely too heavily on the national 

anrage. In reaching their recommendations, tribunals in other jurisdictions would have 

utilized economic and labour market data relevant to their particular jurisdictions, but not to 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

59. Meanwhile, the Association argues the salary paid to Judges in Newfoundland and Labrador 

pale in comparison to those in other jurisdictions and that this is a significant factor. T he 

l\ndrews Tribunal determined that the most relevant comparator group was Provincial 

Court Judges in the Maritime Provinces. 

60. The Tribunal acknowledges the Province's argument; however, we note that in PEl the 

remuneration is set by, essentially, the national average of their provincial counterparts' 

salaries. In this regard, we say that the salary of Provincial Court Judges in other jurisdictions 

is extremely significant. However, as argued by the Province, \\;e must take into account local 

realities as well. The Tribunal endeavours to balance these elements as appropriate in 

making its recommendations. The Tribunal has evidence before it of jurisdictions outside the 

Maritimes. However, unless there is insufficient evidence from the Maritime jurisdictions 

and/ or an inappropriate distortion between the Maritime Provinces and the rest of Canada, 

the salaries of Provincial Court Judges jurisdictions across Canada are not in our view as 

relevant a comparator as the Maritime Provinces. In that regard, this Tribunal is consistent 

with the position of the Andrews T ribunal that the salaries and benefits of Proyincial Court 

Judges of the Maritime Provinces are the most relevant comparator. 
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Comparison to Private Lav"1'ers 

61. The Association submits that data obtained from sources such as Morneau Sobeco and the 

Canada Revenue Agency is clearly useful for comparison purposes but concedes it is 

notoriously difficult to obtain comprehensive and reliable data about the incomes of private 

lawyers. 

62. However, as the Steele Tribunal stated, data such as this is at best to be looked upon as a 

general indicator of salary relationships. 

63. The Province however argues that !a"Ters engaged in printe practice must fund for their 

own pension, their own sick leave benefits, and long-term disability benefits whereas Judges 

do not. The Province further argues that in the case of pension, a private practitioner must 

set aside a considerable portion of their income for retirement purposes. Not only must 

members of the private bar pay 100% of their retirement, they must also bear the risks 

associated with self-directed retirement plans. This contrasts to Judges who are insulated 

from market fluctuations by virtue of their defined benefit pension plans. 

64. A comparison to private !a"Ters would be a useful factor for consideration, taking into 

account the fact that they must invest a significant portion of their income to fund 

retirement savings while at the same time paying premiums for Long Term Disability 

Insurance policies. H owever, given the lack of reliable data available, it IS not an overly 

useful consideration for this Tribunal. 
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Increases in the Cost of Living 

65. The Association retained an economist and Professor at Memorial University of 

Newfoundland, Dr. James P. Feehan, who provided a Report dated April 8, 2015 entitled 

"The Newfoundland and Lahrador Economy and the Financial Position of its Provincial 

Government". Dr. Feehan testified to this report's findings before the Tribunal. 

66. Between 2001 and 2012 Judges' salaries have risen by 41 % while the Consumer Price Index 

has increased by 27%. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) tracks changes in the cost of a fixed 

basket of consumer goods on a monthly basis and is a sound measurement of inflation. The 

Association says that the gains made by Judges over increases in the cost of living pales in 

comparison to the gains made by workers generally, as evidenced by a 56.2% increase in 

average weekly earnings over the same period. As explained by Dr. Feehan, weekly earnings 

have moved higher than the national average and become the second highest among the 

prOVlnces. 

67. On the other hand, the Province argues that from 1996 to 2012 Judges ' salaries have 

increased by 88.4% while CPI increased by 37%. In this regard, the Province says there can 

be no concern that their salaries are being eroded by inflation. 

68. The Association replies that that those figures are misleading. They say the), are misleading 

fIrstly because they include a 3.8% adjustment recommended by the Steele Tribunal in 

recognition of extra duties Judges undertook at that time. The Andrews Tribunal 
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appropriately disregarded this 3.8% adjustment in comparing the general increase in salary to 

increases in CPI at paragraph 39: 

The Tribunal notes that in making this calculation, the Province included in the 

salary increases the 3.8% adjustment in 2006 [sic] for assuming the duties formerly 

performed by Justices of the Peace. The Tribunal does not accept that this 3.8% 

increase, which reflected an increase in duties, should be considered when comparing 

the general increase in salary to the increases in CPI. 

69. The second problem with the Province's figures, according to the Association, is that 1996 is 

not a fair starting point when comparing judicial salaries. They say that the increases over the 

period of 1996 to 1999 were enlarged and distorted by the fact that the H oegg Tribunal 

implemented a substantial catch up to make up for the fact that compensation had not been 

adjusted since the Court of Appeal ordered implementation of the Whalen Tribunal's 

recommendations for the period 1992 to 1995. 

70. The Association says that with their proposed increases, effective April 1, 2015, Provincial 

Court Judges' salaries would increase 60.0% over the 2000 salary, which is less than the 

66.8% increase in average weekly earnings between 2000 and 2014. 

71. In fact, the evidence, including that of Dr. Feehan, suggests there is concern to be had and 

as such, this Tribunal is persuaded by the Association's submissions on this point. In light of 

this, the Tribunal does not accept the Province's position that there can be no concern that 

Provincial Court Judge salaries are being eroded by inflation. 
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Fiscal Capacity of Government in Light of Current Economic Conditions 

72. Like the cost of living factor, the .'\ssociation relies in large part on expert e,-idence from Dr. 

Feehan in respect of the Province's fiscal capacity. In relying on this e,-idence, the 

Association argues that since the early 2000s, Newfoundland and Labrador has undergone a 

financial transformation that has resulted in improvements to the strength and provincial 

economy along with the financial position of government. 

73. The .'\ssociation concedes that Newfoundland and Labrador had been impacted by the 

reduction in global oil prices but maintains its economy is strong and will continue to be so. 

Howeyer, the Association spent much time arguing that Newfoundland and Labrador's fiscal 

capacity is much greater than it was in the early 2000s. In our view, this is not a controversial 

point. 

74. The Association points out that this Tribunal is mandated to make recommendations for the 

period of .'\pril 1, 2013 to March 31, 2017 and that it must consider what has already 

occurred (about which evidence readily exists) in addition to what is expected to occur in the 

upcoming years, to the extent that data allows us to predict the future. 

75. According to Dr. Feehan's evidence, afrer a number of years of significant increases and 

improvements to the economy, the near to medium term forecasts predict a decline in the 

provincial economy. The evidence suggests that real GDP growth is expected to have 

plateaued in 2014 and that there will be a decline in real GDP over the three year period of 
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2014-2016. The Association argues that the while the GDP is expected to decline, the 

significant gains realized in previous years ",ill offset those declines to some degree. 

76. Dr. Feehan commented that the recent decline in the global price of crude oil has been 

dramatic, but also noted that such swings in prices are common. Further, in his testimony, 

Dr. Feehan explained that the decline in the price of oil will have little impact on oil 

production in the prm-ince, which matters in the context of oil royalty revenues to the 

Province: 

Oil production will increase and continue to do so with the addition of Hebron. The 

result will be an increase in oil production from about 80 million barrels in 2014 to 

more than 100 million by 2018. Thereafter, production will peak at almost 120 

barrels and stay at more than 100 million until around 2023. As technology for 

reco\-ery of oil improves, it is reasonable to expect that production may be eYen 

higher. This increased production will add to real GDP. 

77. In this regard, the Association says that while oil prices are lower, the increased production 

will mitigate the damage while the possibility also remains that improvements in the global 

price of oil could bring in additional revenues as well. 

78. While stressing the improvements in the Newfoundland and Labrador economy over the last 

10-IS years, the Association concedes there are two recent developments that affected the 

provincial government's current and tnedium term financial status. 

79. The first is the loss of the Atlantic _'\ccord payments that ended at the conclusion of the 

2011/2012 fiscal year. Those payments accounted for a large part of past provincial budget 

surpluses and the end of those payments has resulted in the Province running budgetary 
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deficits in subsequent years. The Association concedes this trend is expected to continue in 

the medium term. 

80. The second development is the drop in the price of oil. Dr. Feehan stated that the Province 

will have to take "some short term lneasures to avoid a serious deterioration in its financial 

position" . 

81. Despite these developments, as alluded to earlier, Dr. Feehan explains there are two main 

reasons to believe the Province can maintain a solid financial position in the medium term: 

first, offshore oil revenues will remain substantial; second, increased production will bring in 

more oil royalty revenues. 

82. The Province paints a bleaker picture than the Association. In relying in large part on the 

March 2014 Auditor General's Report and the Province's Economic Review 2014 released in 

December 2014, the Province says it has recently experienced an economic downturn. The 

Province argues this has a direct impact on the salaries and benefits of those paid from the 

public purse, whether they are civil sen ·ants, members of the Legislature or Judges of the 

Provincial Court. 

83. In making this argument, the Province relies principally on the following factors: net 

provincial debt (including debt expenses), cost of public services, and the apparent 

vulnerability of Newfoundland and Labrador's future financial position. 
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84. The Pro,-ince argues that debt is an important consideration as it has two repercussions: the 

first being the annual cost of servicing the debt and the second b eing the need for debt 

reduction. \X 'ith respect to these points, the Province argues that it must reduce debt in order 

to reduce its servicing costs. Therefore, says the Province, they must be in a position to run a 

significant and consistent SUrplllS for decades. 

85. The Province says its net debt presently stands at $9.1 billion dollars; a 1.2 billion dollar 

increase from its low point in 201 1-2012. Further, the Province argues its debt will exceed 

$10 billion in 2015. 

86. Regarding the cost of public services, the Province argues they are in a more difficul t 

position than other provinces to provide these services adequately. Indeed, the Province 

must deliver public services to a relatively small population dispersed over a large 

geographical area. The Province points out that N ewfoundland and Labrador has a 

longstanding history of program delivery costs that exceed the national average; currently 

approximately 45% higher than the average of other provinces. 

87. \,('ith respect to the ,-ulnerabili ty of Newfoundland and Labrador's future financial position, 

the Province points out it relies less on federal money and that offshore oil revenues are 

declining as well. 

88. In response to the above points, the Association argues that the Province ignores the 

distinction between fiscal capacity and the fi scal position of government. The Association 
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says its goal is to depoliticize the setting of judicial compensation and thus fiscal capacity is 

the key consideration. 

89. The Association stressed that tills Tribunal is not to make its recommendations based on the 

current snapshot in time. \X'e agree to an extent. \x"hile we are not to make our 

recommendations solely on the current circumstances, we cannot ignore them in assessing 

government's overall fiscal capacity. 

90. Indeed, if this Tribunal had been convened when it was supposed to have been, the 

snapshot approach would support larger gains for Provincial Court Judges in this province 

as the econonllc data at that time would paint a much more optimistic picture than it does 

today. 

91. Given the nature of the Tribunal's mandate, it is not appropriate to rely on econonllc 

evidence representing only a snapsho t in time. In recogruzing, as recent history has shown, 

that econonllc conditions can change rapidly, we feel it necessary to consider general 

econonllc trends over time in order to avoid prejudice to either party. Included in our 

consideration of general econonllc trends is what we retrospectively know about the period 

of our mandate prior to OUf appointment, the current economic situation, and the 

prospective evidence the expectations for future econonllc conditions before us. 

92. \X'e also cannot ignore the Province's most recent budget documents, entitled Budget 2015 -

Balancing Choices for a Pronllsing Future. Despite the subnllssions of the Province that it is 

experiencing severe financial strain, the narrative contained in this budget document 
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contradicts this position and instead indicates that the Province anticipates having significant 

fi scal capacity in the future. In effect, the Province is richer than it thinks. An example of 

this phenomenon is contained in the Minister's statements within the Budget document: 

The situation we find ourselves in now is a temporaty one - caused by a global 

downturn in oil. We are managing our way through, but prudent fiscal management 

demands gradual change to ,,"oid harming the province's economic sys tem. 

Newfoundland and Labrador ",ill make a full recovery from the fiscal challenges now 

being faced. 

93. In addition, the Province noted the following economic highlights in its budget (all emphasis 

in the original document): 

Newfoundland and Labrador will maintain a competitive on rail tax regime with the 

lowest personal income tax rates in Atlantic Canada and the third lowest top 

marginal rate in Canada, behind Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

A fter 10 years of significant growth, economic conditions In Newfoundland and 

Labrador hO\'e weakened but are expected to rebound by 2019. 

The tremendous potential of Newfoundland and Labrador's offshore oil resources 

also bodes well for the economic future of the province. 

The future prospects of Newfoundland and Labrador are strong, based in large 

part on the strength of our oil and gas industry. 

After 10 years of significant growth, economic conditions in Newfoundland and 

Labrador have slowed due to weaker commodity markets but are expected to 

rebound by 2019. 

Nonetheless, major economic indicators continue to show strong results when 

compared to 2015 and this provinces continues to boast the highest income levels 

in its history and comparatively high employment levels. 

The tremendous potential of N ewfoundland and Labrador's offshore oil resources 

also bodes well for the economic future of the prm"ince 
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94. In concluding the analysis of this final factor, the Tribunal acknowledges the political 

context of the above statements, yet we cannot ignore how strikingly similar they are to the 

expert evidence of Dr. Feehan. While this Tribunal takes into account the current difficulties 

in not recommending what we in all likelihood would have recommended had the Tribunal 

been appointed and reported in 2013, we must balance this by also taking into account the 

apparent temporary nature of the present economic difficulties based upon the evidence 

presented by both the Province and the Association at the hearings held in late May of this 

year. We feel compelled, however, to note (though we have no evidence before us about it 

given the fact that hearings ,,-ere held in May) recent media reports indicating that the 

prm-incial deficit for the 2015·2016 fiscal year is now projected to markedly increase to $1.8 

billion dollars. 

Summary of Factors Considered Analysis 

95. In setting the context of the coming recommendations, we h,,"e analyzed five key factors 

\yhich varied in respective determinative weight: 

• The N ature and Importance of the \lV'ork Performed by Provincial Court Judges and 

Their Unique Role and Responsibility in our Society 

• The Need to Attract, Motivate and Retain the Most Highly Qualified Candidates from all 

Areas of Practice 

• Salaries of Other Relevant Groups of Society 

• Increases in the Cost of Living 

• The Fiscal Capacity of Government in light of Current Economic Conditions 

96. As to the first factor, "The Nature and Importance of the Work Performed by Provincial 

Court Judges and Their Unique Role and Responsibility in our Society", we determined that 

this factor was illuminating and important to remember, but low on the scale of importance 
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in respect of its determinative value for this Tribunal's decision making in the present 

circumstances. 

97. We recognized that Newfoundland and Labrador presents unique challenges for Provincial 

Court Judges, but also recognized these challenges manifest themselves for the Province as 

well with respect to its fiscal capacity (the fifth factor). 

98. We also recognized that Provincial Court Judges in Newfoundland and Labrador have more 

responsibilities than Judges in comparator Provinces but note that the Province 

implemented the Steele Tribunal recommendation for a 3.8% salary adjustment for 

Provincial Court Judges to account for this. 

99. While the Provincial Court has seen the breadth of its civil jurisdiction increase and the 

travel requirements for its judges become more arduous, we take the view that the other four 

factors should be given greater weight in our recommendations. 

100. \~'ith respect to the second factor, 'The Need to Attract, l\lotivate and Retain the Most 

Highly Qualified Candidates from all Areas of Practice", we determined it was a significant 

factor in determining the appropriate level of remuneration and took the ,·iew that this 

factor generally supports higher remuneration for Provincial Court Judges in the 

circumstances, but to a Limited extent. 
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101. However, we accorded this factor with less ,,,,eight than what we would have done had there 

been sufficient e,-idence of a causal relationship betv;een remuneration (or lack thereof) and 

the lack of private practitioners appointed to the bench. 

102. Regarding the third factor, "Salaries of Other Relevant Groups of Society", tlus Tribunal 

found that the salary and benefits of Provincial Court Judges of the Maritime Provinces are 

the most relevant comparator and, to that end, accord significant weight to this comparison 

in our deternUnations below. This supports the deternUnation that higher remuneration is 

necessary for Provincial Court Judges. 

103. With respect to the fourth factor, " Increases in the Cost of Living", the evidence of Dr. 

Feehan persuaded this Tribunal that inflation is eroding Provincial Court Judge salaries. This 

too supports the argument that higher remuneration is necessary for Provincial Court 

Judges. 

104. Finally, on the fifth and perhaps most controversial factor, "The Fiscal Capacity of 

Government in light of Current EcononUc Conditions", this Tribunal recognized the 

present econonUc difficulties faced by the Province but weighed that against the expert 

evidence, in addition to the documentary evidence, which suggested these difficulties were 

temporary in nature. I n that light, this Tribunal is not recommending what it in all likelihood 

would have had it been reporting in 2013 as was originally intended, but the evidence before 

us at the hearings in May nonetheless indicates that the Province has the fiscal capacity to 

ensure financial security of Provincial CourtJudges. 
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105. These five factors, as explained, are crucial indicators in determining how to maintain 

financial security and thereby, judicial independence. Our analysis of each factor supported 

higher remuneration for Provincial Court Judges. The foregoing informs the analysis of the 

evidence flO\ving into each of the below recommendations. 

PART 5: 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

106. The Association and the Province made submissions to this Tribunal to make 

recommendations on the following areas respecting judicial financial security: 

• Salary 

• Per Diem Judges 

• Interest 

• Pension 

• Paid Sick Leave and Disability Benefits 

• Professional Allowance 

• Judicial Indemnity Policy 

• Bereavement Leave 

Salary 

107. The Association makes the following recommendations from this Tribunal with respect to 

salary: 

• That the following salary increases shall apply to p"isne Judges: 

o Effective April 1, 2013 until March 31, 2015, the salary of a p"islle Judge 

shall remain at the current salary of $215,732; 

o Effective April 1, 2015, the salary shall be increased to $240,000 per 

annum (an 11.2% increase); 

o Effective April 1, 2016, the salary shall be increased to $247,200 (a 

further 3.1 % increase). 
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• These recommendations shall apply to all who were pllisne Judges as at or after 

April 1, 2013, including those who later retired or otherwise left the Bench prior 

to the implementation of the recommendations. 

108. The Province makes the following recommendation: 

• Salaries should not be increased for fiscal years of2013/14 and 2014/15. Salaries 

should be increased by 2% to $220,047 effective April 1, 2015 with a further 3% 

increase on April 1, 2016 to $226,648. 

109. The Association's proposal involves an initial two-year salary freeze to share the Province's 

temporary financial pain, at a leyel that is the lowest of all Judges across the country except 

for those in New Brunswick. It then proposes an 11.2% increase to a level which they say is 

at relative parity v.ith the salaries paid to Judges in the Maritime Provinces (the best 

comparator group) with a further 3.1 % increase on April 1" 2016 (for the last year of this 

Tribunal's mandate) to ensure that this relationship v.ith the Maritime Provinces continues. 

110. The Association supported this with a position already endorsed by this Tribunal above, in 

that in comparing the salaries of Judges here to those in Maritime Provinces, we cannot 

include the 3.8% adjustment the Provincial Court Judges received from the Steele Tribunal 

in recognition of the increased duties and responsibilities unique to ] udges in this 

jurisdiction. 

111. The Association argues that even without discounting the salary to reflect that other Judges 

do not perform the weekend, holiday and on-call duties of Newfoundland and Labrador 

Provincial Court Judges, it is apparent that judicial salaries in Newfoundland and Labrador 
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lag substantially behind the salaries of Judges 10 all other jurisdictions except New 

Brunswick. 

112. The Association points out that the Andrews Tribunal identified the salaries of Judges in the 

Maritime Provinces as one of the primary considerations and as stated above, we agree with 

this approach. The _'\ndrews tribunal recommended a salary figure in 2009 that was just shy 

of the Maritime average. The Association submits that the 2015 Maritime Average is 

approximately $242,000. 

113. \X'ith respect to other J udges in the Adantic region, the Province submits the 2014 Adantic 

Average as $222,851. This figure is incorrect for a number of reasons. The first is that it 

includes Newfoundland and Labrador judicial salaries. We are o f the same mind as the 

Andrews Tribunal was at paragraph 82 in saying that it is inappropriate to include the salaries 

of Newfoundland Prm-incial Court Judges to create an Adantic Average: 

With respect to the crucial consideration o f salary comparisons, the Tribunal accepts 

that it would not be appropriate to include the dated salary of Judges in tills province 

as part of an Adantic Provinces' average. The Tribunal accepts the most relevant 

comparator group is the Provincial Court Judges of the Adantic Provinces, absent 

the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, ie. The l\laritime Provinces 

114. That figure is also incorrect as it only considers the year 2014. It also fails to take into 

account the pay increase recendy given to Judges in New Bruns\V-ick in light of that 

province'S 2012 JRC Report (which, in fairness to the Prm-ince, was not anilable at the time 

of submission to this Tribunal), dated June 4, 2015. In that report, the Commission 

recommended New Brunswick Judges receive salary increases of 5% in 2012, 4% in 2013, 
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4% in 2014 and 4% in 2015 resulting in a 2015 salary of $241,800.00. However, the 

Government of New Brunswick instead proceeded by setting provincial judicial salaries at 

80% of the salary of their federally appointed counterparts for the year beginning April 1, 

2015 with no retroactivity. This results in a current salary for New Brunswick Provincial 

Court Judges o f $246,400.00. 

115. The Prm-ince agrees with the Association in saying that the Maritime Judges are the most 

logical comparator. However, the Province argues that its position would put our Provincial 

Court Judges in relative parity with those in the Adantic region (which, in our view, 

incorrecdy includes Newfoundland Provincial Court Judges ,,-ithin the calculation to create 

an Adantic Ayerage as opposed to a Maritime Average). 

116. It appears that both parties agree that as a matter of principle, at the very least, relative parity 

ought to exist between our Provincial Court Judges and the Maritime A ,-erage. In light of the 

foregoing, this Tribunal accepts the Association's calculation that the Maritime average for 

the purposes of this analysis is $242,220.00. In so doing, we recalculate the Province's 

position of the percentage differential it argued would constitute relative parity based on the 

Adantic Average by reference instead to the Maritime Average. 

117. The Province recommended an increase for 2015 to $220,047.00 in their calculation to 

arrive at relative parity based on the Adantic Average at $222,851.00; a differential of 1.3%. 

Therefore, if the Province's own 1.3% estimation of relative parity was applied instead to the 

Maritime Average (,,-hich the Tribunal finds to be the most appropriate comparator), we 
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have an appropriate figure for the Province's position. This Tribunal says that the Province's 

relative parity position would result in a salary of 1.3% less than $242,220 (the Maritime 

Average) for the year beginning April 1,2015. This calculates to approximately $239,071.14. 

This is within $1000 of the Association's position. 

11 8. The Association also relies on comparison to the salaries of federal (s .96) Judges in its 

argument. .As we determined above, this Tribunal does not consider this a significant fa ctor 

at the present time. 

119. With respect to other jurisdictions (including the provinces outside the r,·faritimes), the 

Association argues that its recommendation would place salaries of Newfoundland and 

Labrador Provincial Court Judges generally in line with the salaries in six sample jurisdictions 

including British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and 

Quebec. 

120. The Proyince argues that we are not to place too much weight on the national ayerage as 

those numbers are tied to economic and labour market data reb'ant to their particular 

jurisdictions. \X'hile this Tribunal agrees that is the case, provincial economic and labour 

conditions are taken into account in realizing the fiscal capacity of the Province. Other 

jurisdictions are but one factor considered among a multitude of others; including the fiscal 

capacity of the Province. 

121. \X'hile the Tribunal acknowledges the r\ssociation's submission that its recommendations are 

in line with the national aye rage, as stated above, we do not feel that a lot hinges on this. 
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Absent a significant departure from the national average, such that it might give rise to 

consideration of the judicial compensation principle which says salaries cannot fall below a 

minimum level of financial security (an essential condition of Judicial Independence), this is 

not a determinatiye factor in the present context. 

122. Both the Association and the Province made submissions with respect to Deputy Ministers 

or other senior servants as a comparator group. In remaining consis tent with our discussion 

of the principles above, and in agreeance with the Andrews Report, we do not feel that is a 

useful comparator group in that context. Indeed, it is part o f the principle of judicial 

independence that Judges' salaries cannot be determined based on bargaining power. To use 

civil servant salaries, absent exceptional circumstances such as Judges' salaries being Jar 

below that of civil servants, would be to render Tribunals such as these as mere mediators . 

Our role is to make recommendations based on objective criteria and as such, we do not 

place significant weight on this point. 

123. In light o f the above, the Tribunal concluded that it would be appropriate to consider the 

salary of Prm-incial Court Judges in the Maritime region as the most relevant comparator. 

Figure 1 proyides an analysis of the Maritime region salary from 2003-2016, based on data 

prm-ided to the Tribunal. Annualized growth rates for the Maritime region between 2003-

2015, as presented to the Tribunal are: NB - 4.05%, NS - 3.05%, PEl - 3.49%, and N L -

3.13%. Taking the Maritime Prm-inces separately, the average annualized growth rate in the 

region was 3.53%. 
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Figure 1- Salary Figures by Jurisdiction (2003-2016) 
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124. In accordance with the analysis above, the data with respect to salaries of the private bar is 

unreliable therefore we do not place significant weight on the comparison ,,;th pri,'ate 

lawyers. \X'hile it could potentially be a useful comparator, the data involved is simply not 

reliable. Further, even if it were reliable, we would also have to take into account the fact 

that private lawyers, for the most part, bear the responsibilities and risks of managing their 

own pensions and benefits. 

125. Regarding the current fiscal capacity and economic conditions in the Province, we have 

concluded that there are presently difficulties but also that the e\'idence suggests they are 

temporary. T he majority of the analysis thus far points in the direction of more 
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compensation for Provincial Court Judges, but we must also take into account the present 

difficulties the Province is facing. Given the economic realities of the province and the 

success o f its oil industry, had the Tribunal been appointed and reported in 2013 as 

scheduled, we may well have made recommendations beyond the Maritime average. 

126. The Tribunal also examined average salary growth rates across all Canadian jurisdictions 

between 2004-2016, again, based on information provided to the Tribunal. Figure 2 provides 

the average growth rate for each jurisdiction for the petiod. The Tribunal notes that while 

some jurisdictions experienced significant increases in particular years, examining the average 

growth rate O\'er a medium time horizon provides a reasonable estimate of avetage growth 

rate across jurisdictions. The Tribunal notes that the average growth rate across all 

jurisdictions between 2004 - 2016 is 3.3%. 

Figure 2: Jurisdictional Growth Rate 
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127. Figure 3, below, provides the annual change in CIP and Average Weekly Earnings as 

compared to the percentage change in Provincial Court Judges' salaries. Between 2004 and 

2014, Weekly Earnings had an annualized growth rate of 3.87%; CPI had an annualized 

growth rate of 1.82%; and, salaties increased at an annualized growth rate o f 3.13%. \l\'eekly 

Earnings have increased dramatically during this period; however, the Tribunal concludes 

that the accelerated growth rate for Weekly Salaries can be causally linked to the resource 

deyelopment boom in the Province and that decision makers should tread cautiously when 

drawing parallels between the inherent risky resource extraction sector and the judiciary. 

Figure 3 - NL Salary Change vs Change in Annual NL CPI 

and NL Average Weekly Earnings (2004-2014) 
Sources: CANSIM Tables 281-0027 & 326-0021 (Statistics 

Canada) 
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128. In recognizing the apparent short-term difficulties, the Association itself recognizes a duty to 

share the pain. The Association recommended a freeze for the period of 2013 and 2014. We 
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do not feel, in accordance with the principles and analysis above, that it is appropriate, as in 

light of the Maritime average, Provincial Court Judges' salaries have been lagging for some 

time. We do not see the justification for that. In addition, we find that there is fiscal capacity 

for the Province to compensate Provincial Court Judges in line with Maritime counterparts 

and that salary increases are necessary to continue attracting highly qualified candidates and 

to account for increased costs of living. 

129. In keeping with the above analysis, and relying in large part on the Maritime average while 

discounting for the present economic difficulties (which have only recendy arisen part way 

through the 2013-2017 time frame for this Tribunal), the Tribunal makes the salary 

recommendation \vruch follows. In OUf view, we cannot ignore the fact that we now know: 

prior to the recent and unexpected decline in the price of oil, which has adversely affected 

the economic situation of the province, the fi scal capacity of the province was very large. 

Based upon that (and nOt\vithstanding the positions of the parties that there ought to be no 

increase for those t\vo year of our mandate), the Tribunal recommends the salary o f 

Provincial Court Judges be increased by 3% effective April 1, 2013 and a further 3% by 

April, 1 2014. For the 2015 and 2016 years of our mandate, we recommend further 

increases of 4% in each year. Past increases would be paid to Provincial Court Judges 

retroactively. 

130. These recommendations represent a collective increase of 14% over this Tribunal's mandate . 

We recognize that this comes close to accepting the _"ssociations position though, for the 

reasons stated above, we prefer periodic increases throughout our mandate to arrive at 

relative parity with maritime Provincial Court Judges. 
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131. While we recognize the Province's position that a much lower increase is appropriate, we 

cannot help but note that their position reflects exactly the increase afforded to provincial 

civil sen'ants over this timeframe. This is not an appropriate comparator based upon the 

principles we are required to follow. Nor do the economic circumstance of the Province 

(viewed in their totality as referred to above) through our mandate justify an increase limited 

to 5% over four years. In our view the Tribunal's salary recommendation balances the 

brighter economic situation in the first two years of our mandate, with the more challenging 

(but according to the evidence presented to us, a relati,·ely brief downturn in our provincial 

economic circumstances before returning to previous levels) with the need for relative parity 

with Maritime Provincial Court Judges. 

132. In monetary terms, this would provide for the follmving salaries In each year of the 

Tribunal's mandate: 

• 2013: 

• 2014: 

• 2015: 

• 2016: 

Per Diem Judges 

$222,203.96 

$228,870.09 

$238,024.88 

$247,545.88 

133. T he Association requests a recommendation with respect to per diem Judges as follows: 

• Effecti,-e April 1, 2013, the per diem rate shall be increased to 1/223 from the current 

1/248. This recommendation shall apply to all who were per diem Judges as at or after 

that date regardless of whether they later retired or otherwise left the bench. 

• Per diem Judges shall receive the full per diem rate when a COurt day is cancelled within 

one business day prior to commencement. 

134. The Province recommends no modification to the current per diem rate. 
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135. The Association argues that the Province, without the recommendations of a Tribunal, 

unilaterally determined the current b -el of compensation for per diem Judges. 

136. Per diem Judges are an important part of the judiciary as they may need to step in to 

compensate for annual vacations for other Judges, departure from the Bench due to 

appointment to a federal (5.96) bench, prolonged illness, or death of an existing Provincial 

Court Judge, Provincial Court Judges who must take sick leave, among other things. 

137. The Association argues that per diem Judges allow the Provincial Court much needed 

flexibility while simultaneously representing a cost saving for government as per diem Judges 

do not accrue pension. 

138. The Association says that the current rate of 1/248 of the salary of a full-time Judge is 

derived from the follO\ving calculation: 365 days in a year minus 104 weekend dars in a year 

minus 13 statutory holidays equaling 248 days. 

139. The Association argues that this fails to account for the 30 days of vacation to which full 

time Judges are entitled as part of their salary. They also argue that it fails to take into 

account the time full -time Judges spend working in the \X'eekend and Statutory Holiday 

Court plus after-hours on-call duties. This results in a per diem Judge being paid less than his 

or her full-time counterparts. 
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140. The Association therefore recommends a rate of 1/ 223, calculated as follows: 365 days in a 

year minus 104 weekend days in a year minus 13 statutory holidays minus 30 vacation days 

plus 5 after hours/ \X'ASH days equaling 223 days. The Association argues this more 

accurately reflects what a day of judging is worth. This is also in line with other Maritime 

jurisdictions such as Nova Scotia who pays on the basis of 1/219 or Prince Edward Island 

who pay on the basis of 1/220. 

141. .\s pointed out by the ,'\ssociation, a 2002 Jee in Nova Scotia explained at page 29: 

[t]he starting principle must be that per diem Judges are entitled to be compensated 

at a level which reflects the current worth of a day's judging, and to be paid in 

relation to the work which they actually do, balanced by some appreciation of the 

opportunity cost notion. 

142. A 2011 Jee in Manitoba reasoned similarly at page 100, saying: 

This method of calculating the value of a day's work is logical, fair and reasonable. It 
properly takes into account the number of working days by properly excluding 

weekends, statutory holidays and vacations. 

Further, it is consistent 'With the method used to calculate per diems in at least six 

other jurisdictions ,,,ho have considered the issue and determined it to be the 

appropriate method of calculation. 

143. O n the other hand, the Province argues that per diem Judges are not entitled to ncation leave 

and have the benefit of choosing when and if they will sit on the bench. Thus, in their view, 

vacation leave should not be factored into their rate of pay. The Province argues that 

vacation leave is not factored into the per diem rate in either Quebec or New Brunswick. 
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144. The Association replies that under the 2012 salary of $215,732, a full -time Judge receives 

approximately $967 per day in salary based on the notion that full-time Judges work 

approximately 223 days per year. Per diem Judges make $870 per day. The .'.ssociation argues 

this is an inequity that requires rectification. Ho,,-ever, the Association failed to take into 

account that per diem Judges are not subject to deductions for pensions and other benefits. 

145. The Association further argues that there ought to be a 24-hour notice period before a per 

diem Judge before a court day is cancelled. The Association points out that it is common for 

trials or hearings to be cancelled just before a scheduled sitting, meaning that per diem Judges 

who have already spent time preparing to hear the matter or have arranged their affairs to 

hear the matter are left uncompensated for cancelled sittings. The Association points out 

those similar recommendations were accepted in Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan, and Alberta. 

146. In light of the above arguments, and taking into account the over-arching principles and 

factors that go into our determinations, "'e as a Tribunal recommend the follo,,~ng: (i) that 

there be no change from the current 1/ 248 formula; and (ti) that Per Diem Judges be paid 

for any sitting cancelled within 24 hours of the scheduled sitting date and time. 

Interest on Retroactive Payments 

147. The Association seeks the following recommendations with respect to interest on retroactive 

payments: 

• Simple interest shall be paid, from April 1, 2013, to the date of retroactive 

payment of salary increase(s) including the differentials for the administrative 

Judges and related per diems for part-time Judges. The interest should be paid 

based on the interest rate established by s. 4(2) of the Judgment Jnlerest Ad, RSNL 
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1990, c. J-2 and the Regulations thereunder. TIlls recommendation should apply 

to all who were Judges as at April 1, 2013 or thereafter, regardless of whether 

they subsequently left the Bench due to retirement or otherwise. 

• Prejudgment interest shall be payable from April 1, 2013 to the date the salary 

and per diem recommendations are implemented, and post-judgment interest 

should be payable from that date to the date that Judges are paid the retroactive 

adjustments. 

148. The PrO\-ince argues that there ought to be no interest on any retroactive payments. 

149. The Association supports this request with an undeniable fact, which was stated eloquently 

by the Steele Tribunal: "there is a history of lethargy on the part of the Province - including 

the legislature - in dealing with Tribunal matters." 

150. Pre,-ious Tribunals have outlined this history of lethargy and, while significant and noted in 

other areas of this report, we need not repeat it here. 

151. Despite this history of lethargy, the Andrews Tribunal rejected the request that interest be 

paid but recognized very important needs that we echo: timeliness; earlier appointments of 

Tribunal members; earlier commencement of the Tribunal process; readiness of the parties 

to proceed in a timely fashion; and, the need to adhere to agreed upon timelines. After 

recognizing these important needs, the Andrews Tribunal recommended at paragraph 101: 

... that the time frames stipulated in the Provincial Court Act related to the 

appointment of a tribunal should be reassessed to provide for the appointment of 

subsequent tribunals six months in advance of the commencement of the respective 

mandate period. 

152. The Pro,-ince did not implement this recommendation. The Association argues the Province 

ignored it and the evidence supports this. In fact, the Province willfully delayed the process 
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as evidenced in part by the following statement made by the Minister of Justice in the 

legislature on March 30, 2015: 

Subsequent to that, Mr. Speaker, the next report on salaries and benefits "'as 

required to have been presented to the minister by September 3, 2014. Throughout 

the fall of 2014, however, government was engaged in ongoing negotiations related 

to reform of the Public Service Pension Plan. As we all know, government and 

unions negotiated a pension agreement at that time that addressed a huge financial 

problem that we had ,,~th the unfunded pension plans. It took a lot of work, a lot of 

negotiation, and was heralded when it was announced. 

Mr. Speaker, given that Judges' pensions are also part of the tribunal's 

considerations it was prudent to have those pension discussions and agreements out 

of the way before we commenced the review of the Judges ' benefits because 

pensions will be a part of the review as well (emphasis added). 

153. The Province argued that, in accordance with its Compensation Policy and Procedures 

Manual, there is no payment of interest on retroactive salary adjustments. The Province 

suggests that this Manual has application to Judges but we note that it explicitly refers to 

employees. To suggest this Manual's application is so broad as to include Judges would 

imply that they are employees of the government. Such a proposition is prima facie untenable 

in light of judicial independence, in particular the second component of financial security as 

described by the Supreme Court of Canada in the PEl &ference. Judges are not employees of 

government; rather, they are an independent branch of government. Neither the Province 

nor the Association clarified the applicability of the Manual and we therefore place little 

weight on it. 

154. The Association stressed that they do not seek interest as a punitiye measure; rather, they are 

seeking a "symbolic measure... as a make whole remedy that recogni7,Cs that the 

governments have the use of the money and that it controls the process". 
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155. Both the Association and the Province agreed that recommending interest is not without 

precedent. The 2008 Manitoba JCC Report made such a recommendation and it was upheld 

by the Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench in Provincial Judges Assn. of ,\Ilanitoba I'. Manitoba, 

2012 l'vIBQB 79, 2012 CarswellMan 122 and again in the Manitoba Court of Appeal in 

Provimial Judges Assn. of Manitoba v. Manitoba, 2013 MBCA 74, 2013 Carswelll\lan 440. We 

note that these precedents were not available to the Andrews Tribunal. However, Tribunals 

do not have carte blanche to award interest whenever they wish. As stated in paragraph 145 

of the Court of Appeal's decision, a Tribunal's authorization to award interest is implied 

from the wording of the statute along with the structure and purpose of the statutory body. 

To award interest must be done in accordance ,,~th the Tribunal's statutory grant of 

authority. 

156. The chronic and ",illful delays are policy problems, and while they may also be financial 

security problems wmch falls within tms Tribunal's mandate, the Association asks tms 

Tribunal to award interest for policy reasons. To award interest on those payments in the 

name of symbolism is unjustifiable. While the Association otherwise doggedly implores us to 

look only at the objective factors discussed abm"e, here they ask us to look beyond those 

factors to make a policy statement with financial ramifications. \X'hile interest may be 

appropriate for bona fide compensation or benefits reasons, it is inappropriate as a symbolic 

mechanism to change or enforce policy and! or legislation. 

157. Just as the Andrews Tribunal and the Steele Tribunal were aware, we are aware of the 

lengthy delays that have plagued this process. However, section 28 of the Act empowers tms 

Tribunal to prepare a report containing recommendations on the salaries and benefits of 
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Judges and the Chief Judge. Making symbolic statements with financial repercussions, 

however small, does not fall within that mandate. 

158. Thus, we are of a similar mind, in these circumstances, as the l\ndrews Tribunal in repeating 

the federal Block Commission, which stated at page 39 paragraph 124: 

\',("e do not support the payment of interest on retroactive salary adjusrments. It is 

our view that such payments are unnecessary to the maintenance of an adequate 

judicial salary; that they would not materially contribute to the financial security of 

the judiciary in ensuring judicial independence or to the atrraction of outstanding 

candidates to the judiciary. We do however encourage the parties to pursue the 

de,-elopment of policy options that might expedite the implementation of 

Commission recommendations. 

159. The Tribunal therefore does not recommend interest on retroactive payments 10 these 

CirCUlTIstances. Had we not recommended a series of regular increases over the four years of 

our mandate Cas opposed to a larger increases beginning in the third year of the mandate), 

we may have come to a different conclusion on this issue. 

Pension 

160. The Association initially made no submissions with respect to pension. Howe,-er, the 

Province proposed significant changes. The Province requested as follo,,-s: 

• Pension benefits at retirement should be calculated on best six years 

• The contribution rate should be increased to 11.85% 

• No indexing on nc\v accruals 
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161. Presently, as the Province points out, there are two distinct regimes for judicial pensions: five 

Judges participate in the Public Service Pension Plan (PSPP) and 17 Judges participate in the 

Prm-incial Court Judges Pension Plan (PCJPP). 

162. Under the PCJPP, pension benefits are calculated on final salary, Judges contribute 9% to 

their pension, and pension benefits are stacked on top of the Canada Pension Plan (CPP). 

Under the PSPP, pension benefits are calculated on the best five years and Judges contribute 

8.6% on the first $3500; 6.8% on income between $3500 and $53,600; and 8.6% on income 

over $53,600. Under both the PSPP and the PCJPP pensions are indexed at 60% of the CIP 

to a maximum of 1.2%. 

163. The Province argues that in light of its economic difficulties, including the deteriorating ratio 

of net debt to GDP along with the high cost of debt servicing and public sen-ices, it recendy 

had to make changes in the Public Service Pension Plan for civil servants. These changes 

included: 

• No indexing on accruals starting January 1, 2015 

• Contributions increased to: 10.75% of that portion o f salary which is the basic 

exemption under the Canada Pension Plan; 8.95% of that portion of salary in excess 

of the basic exemption up to and including the YMPE; 11.85% of the portion of his 

or her salary which is in excess of the YMPE. 

• Rate of benefit based on average of best six years as opposed to best five years. 

164. The Province essentially argues that it must bring judicial pension plans in line with the civil 

service plan. The Province argues it is fiscally irresponsible to maintain the current judicial 
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plans as the unfunded liability of the PCJPP totaled $5,341,800.00 as of December 2007 and 

it increased to $9,582,400.00 as of December 2010. 

165. In the same breath, the Province concedes that a good pension is an important factor in 

inducing lawyers to become Judges and that the PSPP and PCJPP have successfully ftiled 

this role to date. The Province says they are defined benefit plans, meaning that benefits are 

not dependent on the return of the invested funds. The Province argues that in times of 

economic downturn, such as those we face today, the value of defined benefit plans is even 

more marked in light of the fact that lawyers in private practice are subject to the whims of 

the economy in their self-directed pension schemes. The Province further argues that judicial 

pensions do not suffer from the same income tax limitations as self-directed pension plans. 

166. The Association argued that the Province's requests are premature and that they amount to a 

cherry-picking of certain changes that the government negotiated with unions whose 

members are conrcd by the Public Service Pension Plan. 

167. The Association points out that bringing judicial pensions in line 'W-jth those of the public 

service ignores the unique considerations that apply to judicial pensions and judicial 

compensation generally, and the very different financial structure of the judicial plans. 

168. The Association argues that if the Province's submissions were to be accepted, 

Newfoundland and Labrador Judges would have a pension by far the least valuable among 

those available to Judges in Non Scotia, New Brunswick, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. 
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169. The Association relies on the l-Ioegg Tribunal who stated, "pensions are an integral part of 

judicial security, which is an aspect of judicial independence" . 

170. The Association further argues that an adoption of a separate and more ad\<antageous 

pension plan for Judges in Newfoundland and Labrador dates back to 1973 \\~th a 

recommendation by the Steele Tribunal. It was not until 1992 that the \X'halen Tribunal 

recommended the creation of a separate pension plan, noting that the "lengthy period 

required under the Public Service Pension Plan to acquire the maximum pension benefit may 

act as a deterrent to potential applicants outside Government". 

171. The Association relied on evidence provided by an expert witness in making its submissions: 

Andre Suave, a Consulting Actuary, who prepared a report dated April 29, 2015 (the Suave 

Report). Mr. Suave considered four different scenarios, including Judges appointed at ages 

40, 45, 50 and 55 and in calculating an .,<erage value of the PCJPP. 

172. In doing so, Mr. Suave determined that the value of the current PCJPP is 41.2% of salary. 

The Province's proposals would, in the view of Mr. Suave and the Association, amount to a 

12.2% reduction in this value, down to 29% of salary. At a current value of 42.4% of salary, 

the current value of the PCJPP is very close to the values in New Brunswick and Nova 

Scotia, 41.2% and 42.2% respectively. 

173. The Province argues for a drastic reduction in pension with the same argument it used with 

respect to salaries: that current economic realities require this action. As we decided in the 

analysis of the current fiscal capacity, the evidence and the Province's own docwnents 
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suggest this downturn is temporary. The changes in pension which the Province requests 

would result in dramatic, long-term, reductions for judicial compensation. 

174. As a Tribunal, we must remain consistent in our application of the principles and we find 

that the Maritime Provinces are the most significant comparator group. The current pension 

framework represents a very similar value as those in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. 

175. Most of all though, we reject the Province's submissions on this issue as their primary 

justification is that judicial pensions ought to be in line with those of the public service. To 

accept that rationale would be to make Judges' pensions contingent upon negotiations 

government has with the public se!Tice unions. This, by extension, would mean that judicial 

pensions are determined by a bargaining process whereby Judges would be, in effect, reliant 

on unions to negotiate their pension. Such a proposition flies in the face of the principles 

laid out aboye, especially the second component of financial security as described in the PEl 

Referem., which dictates that it is inappropriate for the judiciary to engage in any bargaining 

process with the Provincial Government. 

176. For these reasons, this Tribunal recommends there be no changes to the current judicial 

pension scheme in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Paid Sick Leave and Disability Benefits 

177. The Association seeks the follo'W1ng recommendations ,,-jth respect to paid sick leaye and 

disabili ty benefits: 
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o Effective April 1, 2013, every Judge shall be granted 130 sick days upon their 

appointment to the Bench. The sick days accrued each month thereafter shall be 

accrued on top of the 130 days. This recommendation shall apply to all Judges 

appointed on or aftet April 1, 2013, regardless of whether they have retired or 

otherwise left the Bench prior to implementation. 

o Effective immediately upon implementation of the recommendations, the 

elimination period for long-term disability should be amended to be any period up to 

but not more than six months, at the discretion of the Judge. 

178. The Province seeks a recommendation that no change to sick leave benefits occurs and to 

maintain the plan introduced by the Andrews Tribunal. 

179. The J\ssociation argues that for Provincial Court Judges, protection against the risk of loss 

of income due to illness or disability is an integral part of their financial security. In that 

sense, judicial sick leave is not an earned benefit, but is part of a system of income 

protection for the judiciary that is necessary to facilitate judicial independence. 

180. The :\ssociation argues that a number of issues arose since the implementation of the 

Andrews Tribunal. The first concern was what would happen if a Judge appointed prior to 

the implementation of the Andrews Report used mote sick leave than he or she could have 

under the new regime. i\ccording to the Association, the Province took the position that a 

Judge who had already used more than his or her newly calculated entitlement would be 

considered to have a zero balance as of May 19, 2011 meaning that the Judge would only 

accumulate sick leave days on a go-forward basis. 

181. The following questions remained unans,,-ered in the Association's view: 
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• Would a Judge with a zero balance be permitted to borrow sick time that is earned at a 

later date? In other words, if they suffered a further illness, would they be left without 

income? 

• \1\'ould Judges who received the 130 day advance be able to use days as needed and earn 

them at a later date? 

• Would the Province seek to recover wages paid as sick time from a Judge who used 

more than she or he had accrued? 

182. In addition to these questions, the most significant issue in the eyes of the Association 

related to the coordination of sick leave and LTD benefits. The Association's main concern 

is to avoid a situation in which a Judge becomes disabled but has insufficient sick leave to 

provide an income during the six month waiting period for LTD benefits. One of the ways 

this could arise is where a newly appointed Judge receives 130 day sick leave advance, which 

approximates as 6 months. This advance is gradually earned at 15 days per year over 8.7 

years as the Judge accrues sick leave. Once the adnnce has been earned, the Judge accrues 

additional sick leave to the maximum of 240 days. A newly appointed Judge who becomes 

disabled before using any sick leave could use the 130 day bank before receiving LTD 

benefits. Howenr, should a new Judge use any significant period of sick leave before going 

off on the period of disability, the Judge may have substantially less tban 130 days to access 

pending LTD benefits. If they do not have sufficient sick leave credits available, they are 

\vitbout income. This is an obvious threat to Judges' financial security. 

183. In the I\ ssociation's "iew, their recommendations would reduce the likelihood that Judges 

would face a period 'vithout income while also ensuring that Judges with fewer than six 

months of sick leave available would be eligible for LTD benefits when their sick leave 

expltes. 
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184. In support of these proposals, the Association points to precedent in other jurisdictions who 

ensure coordination and minimize rhe potential for a period of time without income for 

Judges. These jurisdictions are: British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, New 

Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. 

185. The Province rejects the above proposals as they characterize them as essentially a return to 

a system of unlimited sick leave. They say, "nowhere in the working world is a sick leave a 

limitless benefit". 

186. The Tribunal is of the view that, while there ought not to be a limitless benefit, there also 

ought not be a period of time where Judges are totally without income while waiting for 

LTD. We reject the Pro'~nce's insinuation that there is a limitless benefit as sick leave can 

only be used for a maximum of six months. We take the Association's point that there ought 

to be a coordination of sick leave and LTD. 

187. The Tribunal considered that both the current combination of sick leave and disability 

benefits, and a forliori, the Association's position that 130 days of sick leave should be 

granted upon appointment of a Provincial Court Judge (to then be earned over time), 

thereby creating a bridge to Long Term Disability benefits, is an artificial way of ensuring the 

unbroken stream of income required to achieve financial security for Provincial Court 

Judges. 
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188. The Tribunal felt that rather than using the current sick leave/long term disabili ty model, it 

would be useful to consider redesigning the system to provide for a period of short-term 

disability benefits, \\'hich would lead to long term disability benefits if necessary and 

medically warranted. Further, the Tribunal considered whether it might be appropriate to 

assign some amount as a premium to be paid personally by Judges for long-term disability 

benefits which can have the impact, if properly structured , o f making long term disabili ty 

benefits non-taxable. A fter the conclusion of the hearing in this matter, the Tribunal wrote 

to the parties asking for submissions on a redesign of the system considering these points. 

As the responses o f both parties indicated they did not wish the Tribunal to engage in this 

process, the Tribunal will not pursue this further (though it continues to take the " iew that it 

would be appropriate to consider this possibility). 

189. Accordingly, the Tribunal has determined that the principle that a Provincial Court Judge 

should be entided to an unbroken stream of income while ill can be accommodated within 

the existing system; assuming that long term disability benefits can be engaged at the time 

the Provincial Court Judge'S sick leave benefits expire (as opposed to after six months have 

lapsed). The elimination period for the Long Term Disabili ty program, found at Appendix 

19 to the Association's documents, is defined as follows: "6 months leave, or at the Judge'S 

option, the expiry o f accumulated leave entidements". The Tribunal takes the view that this 

definition can be read only in such a way that if a J udge'S sick leave expires any time before 

six months o f illness a Judge is en tided to immediately apply for long term disabili ty benefits. 

The Tribunal recommends that this definition o f E limination Period in the Long Term 

Disability program continue. 
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Professional Allowance 

190. The Association reguests the following recommendations regarding Professional Allowance: 

• Effective April 1, 2013, each Provincial Court Judge, including per diem Judges, shall 

be provided with a professional allowance in rhe amounr of $3,600 per year. 

• This recommendation shall apply to all who were Provincial Court Judges, including 

per diem Judges, as at April 1, 2013 and any who were appointed thereafter. 

• Because the 2013 and 2014 fiscal years have already passed, and because it is likely 

that the 2015 fiscal year will have passed before this Tribunal's recommendations are 

implemented, each Judge shall have available during the mandate of this Tribunal the 

portion of the allowance from the fiscal years 2013, 2014 and 2015 that represents 

the increase over what was actually available to Judges in those years. Expenses 

incurred in any o f 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 would be eligible for reimbursement 

any time before March 31, 2017. 

191. The Province seeks a recommendation that Provincial Court Judges' professional allowance 

be increased to $3150 for fiscal years 2015/16 and 2015/17. 

192. The Association argues that professional allowances are used to fund the cost of items 

reguired by Judges in the course of their professional duties. This would fund things such as 

books, judicial attire, memberships in professional organizations and continuing education 

sources, among other things. 

193. The Association argues that individual J udges should not be expected to personally fund the 

purchase of reasonable and necessary eguipment appropriate for the office of a Judge and 

point out that judicial attire can cost between $1,500 and $1,800 alone (though, this is a 

purchase a Judge makes few times in his or her tenure). 
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194. By way of example, the Association points out that the 2015 National Criminal Law 

Conference to be held in Edmonton would conservatively cost Provincial Court Judges in 

Newfoundland $2632 to attend, including registration, accommodation, and travel without 

taking into account meals or ground transportation. Thus, attendance at such a conference 

would exhaust most if not all of the professional allowance. 

195. Exacerbating matters further in the view of the Association is that professional allowances 

have been eroded by inflation. Using the Newfoundland and Labrador CPI to illustrate 

impact, the Association argues a basket of goods that cos ted $3000 in 2006 would cost 

$3521 by 2014. 

196. In comparison to other jurisdictions, Newfoundland and Labrador's professional allowance 

for Judges is among the lowest in the country despite the higher costs of travel in and out of 

the Province. Further, thc Steele Tribunal considered $3000 the predominant level of Judges' 

professional allowances in Canada in 2006, which is nearly a decade ago. In Ne,," Brunswick, 

the allowance is $2,500. There, judicial attire is available to the Judge without having to use 

his or her allowance. Further, in New Bruns,,-ick, books and attendance at educational 

meetings are provided as approved by the Chief Judge without these costs coming from 

Judges' professional allowance. 

197. In Non Scotia, the professional allowance available to Judges was increased from $3000 to 

$3,300 in 2014. In that province, judicial attire is provided upon appointment and a copy of 

the Crimillal Code is provided annually, with no funding for judicial education beyond 

regularly scheduled seminars. 
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198. The Province argues that the average provincial allowance is $3120, slightly less than their 

proposed $3150. They say a 5% increase is appropriate. As the Association points out, the 

Province's figures are slightly flawed given, as described in the paragraphs preceding, 

different provinces force Judges to purchase differing things out of their professional 

allowance. 

199. The Association further argues that per diem Judges ought to have access to a professional 

allowance in the same manner as full-time Judges do as they should be provided ,,;th the 

same basic and necessary supports as full-time Judges in order to allow them to perform 

their work. The Association argues that both full and part-time Judges have the same need 

for the Criminal Code and its updates, education, along with the legal texts or computer 

equipment. Further, the use of the allowance would be subject to oversight through the 

Office of the Chief Judge just as it is for full-time Judges. 

200. The Association argue that per diem Judges in particular have more of a need for access to 

continuing legal education given the intermittency of their schedules. The Association relies 

on precedent in Manitoba, Alberta and British Columbia where tribunals such as this one 

extended professional allowances to part-time Judges . 

201. In considering the above, this Tribunal is conscious of the need for periodic replacement of 

judicial attire; the necessity for conrinuing judicial education for both full time and per diem 

Judges and of the high cost of attending even a single out of province judicial education 

event annually. 
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202. Accordingly, we recommend that each full time Provincial Court Judge be provided \vith an 

annual professional allowance of $4000.00 and each per diem Judge an annual professional 

allowance o f $1000.00 retroacti,-e to April 1, 201 3. 

203. The sum of $1000.00 for each full time Judge and $500.00 for each per diem Judge from 

each professional allowance will be reserved in a pool, retroactive to April 1, 2013, 

exclusively to fund the costs of an annual mandatory judicial education event (including the 

costs of educational resources, travel, and/ or electronic attendance). This event would be for 

a minimum of one day for all full time and per diem Judges. The judicial education event 

shall be planned in consultation between the Chief Judge and the Association. For greater 

certainty, whether or not entirely expended for the judicial education e,-ent, the amounts 

annually assigned to the pool from each professional allowance, shall not be available to the 

individual Judge, but rather shall be used only for the cost of the annual judicial education 

event. 

204. The balance of the professional allowance ($3000.00 for full time Judges and $500.00 for per 

diem Judges) may be utilized for any items needed by the Judge in his or her discretion to 

fulfil his or her duties, including books, subscriptions, memberships in professional 

organizations, continuing legal education, and judicial attire. 
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Judicial Indemnity 

205. The Association seeks the following recommendations ,,~th respect to the Judicial Indemnity 

Policy (hereinafter referred to as the Policy): 

• That the Judicial Indemnity Policy should be amended to require that a Judge seeking 

coverage under the Policy must make the request directly to the Minister, with a copy 

to the Chief Judge. 

• In particular, the paragraph under the heading "Responsibilities" shall be replaced 

with the following: 

o It is the responsibility of a Judge, upon becoming aware of any potential or 

actual complaint, action or claim against him or her to immediately notify the 

Minister of Justice in writing of the existence and nature of the potential or 

actual complaint, action or claim and make a request for coverage under this 

policy. The Judge shall provide the Chief Judge with a copy of the 

notification and request. 

206. For their part, the Province requests the follo"'~ng recommendations respecting judicial 

indemnity: 

• That the policy be amended so that a Judge directly notify the Minister of Justice 

when seeking coverage, with a copy to the Chief Judge. 

• The judicial indemnity policy be amended to disallow indemnification for Judges 

appearing on applications for prerogative relief. 

207. J udicial indemnity was a significant issue for the Steele and Andrews Tribunals and the 

Association and the Province did much work to come to a workable solution. The result was 

a broad and wide-ranging policy; however, the Andrews Tribunal did say that the Policy 

should not be without limits. 
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208. The Association says their recommendations are minor and straightforward and do not 

create an additional cost for the Province and that it is an attempt to improve the 

administration of the Policy. The Province, in their oral submissions, raised no objection to 

the Association's recommendations. 

209. The Association, however, did vigorously oppose the Province's recommendations 

respecting prerogaciye \vrits. 

210. The ),ssociation argues that an essential feature of the policy is that there is an independent 

dispute resolution procedure in place in order to protect judicial independence. The Policy 

contemplates that the Minister could be the complainant against a Judge or that the Judge 

could be unpopular \vith the Chief Judge, the Minister, or others in government generally. 

The Andrews Tribunal recommended that a retired Supreme Court Judge act as an 

independent third party should a Judge seek a review of a Minister's decision regarding the 

Policy. 

21 1. The Province's request comes on the heels of an extremely unusual and rare circumstance 

where a Judge requested coverage under the Policy for three different legal proceedings, 

described by the Association as follows: 

• an application for mandamus, wherein the Judge was named as a second respondent; 

• legal proceedings initiated by the Judge in relation to a directive by the Chief Judge; 

• legal proceedings initiated by the Judge in relation to a referral to the Judicial 

Council. 
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212. The Minister of Justice denied coverage under the Policy for all three proceedings and the 

Judge triggered the dispute resolution procedure whereby the matter of whether the Policy 

should apply was determined by a retired Supreme Court Judge. Former Justice Riche was 

appointed to hear the matter and he decided that the Judge was eligible for coverage for one 

of the proceedings; that being the proceeding defending against the application for 

mandamus. 

213. The Province, essentially, wishes to make a narrow exception in the Policy to exclude the 

exact circumstances in which Mr. Riche decided the policy did apply. As stated in oral 

submissions: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The language which, you know, is attached to the Andrews 

Decision, I mean, is very inclusive and the three categories are simply categories of 

things that are included. So it seems to be intended to be very broad as in item 4 of 

the personal indemnity policy, so, which I'm finding, actually, in the decision of 

Judge Riche, as he reprinted his decision. 

PRITCHARD, Q.c.: I agree that it's very broad and whether or not it, I guess, 

requires any fine-tuning, at least in this type of instance, I mean. 

MR. CH.A.IRMAN: Right. So, the fine-tuning you're suggesting, and I know we don't 

have the language, is that there be one exception to the broad language and that 

exception would be in the mandamus application, which the Judge was named? 

PRITCHARD, Q.C: Sure. 

214. The Province even goes so far in their submissions to suggest that the decision of Mr. Riche 

is incorrect. They further argue that as a matter of principle, it is inappropriate for Provincial 

Court J udges to appear on applications for prerogative relief and defend their decisions. 

They say these applications are merely appeals within the normal practice of criminal law and 

thus Judges should not be indemnified for them. 
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215. T his Tribunal is of the view that the circumstances that give rise to the Province's request 

are extremely rare and unlikely to manifest again. We are also hesitant to enter into a realm 

where the Tribunal process is perceived as a mechanism for collateral attacks on the future 

precedential value of considered decisions emanating from the existing, and apparently 

functioning, dispute resolution process . Significant effort and thought has gone into the 

current Policy and it is deliberately broad. We should only alter it where it is clearly 

necessary. We do not believe that is the case here. 

216. This Tribunal therefore recommends no change with respect to the Judicial Indemnity 

Policy. 

Bereavement 

217. The Association requests the following recommendation with respect to bereavement le,,-e: 

• Effective immediately upon implementation of the recommendations, Judges shall 

be entitled to request up to three consecutive days of paid bereavement leave in the 

event of the death of one of the follo,,~ng family members: mother or stepmother; 

father or stepfather; legal guardian; brother or stepbrother; sister or stepsister; child 

or stepchild; spouse, grandmother; grandfather; grandchild; mother-in-Ia,,-; father-in

law; or near relative living in the same household. 

• Judges should receive one day of paid bereavement leave in the event of the death of 

one of the follo,ving family members: son-in-law; daughter-in-law; brother-in-law; or 

sister-in-law. 

• That Judges may be provided with additional paid bereavement leave in 

extraordinary circumstances. 

218. T he Province in its submissions took no issue with respect to the above recommendations 

except that additional paid bereavement leave in extraordinary circumstances should be 
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limited to only two days. This would result In a maX!n1Um of three to five days for 

bereavement leave for Provincial Coutt Judges. 

219. This Tribunal accepts the position of the Province (which was not objected to by the 

.''.ssociation) and therefore recommends a period of three days bereavement leave for the 

deaths of enumerated close family members and one day for the deaths of other enumerated 

extended family members. 

PART 6: 

COSTS 

220. The Association seeks the following recommendations with respect to costs: 

• The Province shall pay 2/3 of the Association's reasonable legal fees and 100% of its 

reasonable disbursements including but limited to expert witness fees. 

• There shall be no cap on the costs payable, apart from the requirement that they be 

reasonable. The reasonableness of fees shall be taxable by the Tribunal, at the 

Province's request. 

221. The Province seeks the following recommendations with respect to costs: 

• That the Tribunal recommend that the Province pay half of legal fees and related 

disbursements subject to assessment by the Tribunal for reasonableness, based on 

single counsel representation at the hearing (including the payment of disbursements 

by second counsel in preparation for the hearing). 

• That the Tribunal further recommend that the Province pay half of the 

disbursements related to provision of expert evidence. 

222. The Association points out that three succeSSIve Tribunals before this one have 

recommended that all, or a substantial proportion of the Association's legal fees and 
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disbursements should be paid by Government. Moreover, all three Tribunals have 

recommended that the fees reasonably incurred by the Association for economic and 

actuarial experts be 100% reimbursed. 

223. The Association further argues that the payment of reasonable fees of experts is of the 

utmost importance in the context of this Tribunal given the arguments put forth on pension 

and the necessity of actuarial evidence. 

224. The Andrews Tribunal recommended that the Province pay 2/3 of the legal fees and travel 

expenses of counsel for the Association, as well as 100% of the fees and expenses for the 

expert witness, subject to a $75,000 total maximum exclusive of HST. It also recommended 

taxation by the Tribunal as to reasonableness, if so requested by the Province. Government 

implemented this recommendation. 

225. Nonetheless, the Province argues that the award of costs by the Andrews Tribunal was 

extremely generous. The Province further argues that the Association controls its costs yet 

the Prm'ince is required for paying them. In this regard, the Province says it is important that 

the Association be responsible for both legal costs and disbursements to some degree. 

226. From the submissions of counsel, it would appear that the reasonableness of costs has never 

been an issue in the past. In the unlikely event there were unreasonable disbursements, the 

Association has suggested that the T ribunal could tax the Association's costs and 

disbursements at the Province's request. 
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227. In the PEl Reference, at paragraph 173 Lamer J. spoke to the necessity of the Tribunal being 

fully informed: 

Although s. 11 (d) does not require it, the commission's objectivity can be promoted 

by ensuring that it is fully informed before deliberating and making its 

recommendations. This can be best achieved by requiring that the commission 

receive and consider submissions from the judiciary, the executive and the 

legislature. 

228. In the circumstances of this particular Tribunal, the expert evidence was crucial, especially in 

light of the Province's requests to make significant changes to a complex pension system. 

The request created many unanswered questions thereby creating a black hole of 

information which the Association remedied with its actuarial evidence. 

229. Therefore, the Tribunal recommends that the Province shall pay 2/3 of the Association's 

reasonable legal fees and 100% of its reasonable disbursements including, but not limited to, 

expert witness fees. The reasonableness of fees shall be taxable by the Tribunal at the 

Province's request. 
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PART 7: 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Salary 

• The Tribunal recommends the salary of Pro\'incial Court Judges be increased by 

o 3% effectiye :\pril 1, 2013 (paid retroactively); 

o . \ further 3% by April 1, 2014 (paid retroacti\'ely); 

o A further 4% by April 1, 2015 (paid retroactively); 

o .'\ further 4% by April 1,2016. 

• In monetary terms, this would provide for the following salaries in each year of the 
Tribunru's mandate: 

o 2013: $222,203.96 

o 2014: $228,870.09 

o 2015: $238,024.88 

o 2016: $247,545.88 

2. Per Diem Judges 

• The Tribunal recommend that: 

o There be no change from tbe current 1/ 248 formula; 

o Per Diem Judges be paid for any sitting cancelled within 24 bours of the scheduled 

sitting date and time. 

3. Interest on Retroactive Payments 

• The Tribunal recommends no interest on retroactive payments. 
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4. Pension 

• The Tribunal recommends no changes to the current judicial pension scheme in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

S. Paid Sick Leave and Disability Benefits 

• The Tribunal has determined that the principle that a Prm'incial Court Judge should be 

entitled to an unbroken stream of income while ill can be accommodated within the existing 

system; assuming that long term disability benefits can be engaged at the time the Provincial 

Court Judge's sick leave benefits expire Cas opposed to after six months have lapsed). The 

elimination period for the Long Term Disability program found at Appendix 19 to the 

.,1"ssociation's documents is defined as follows: "6 months leave, or at the judge's option, the 

expiry of accumulated leave entitlements". The Tribunal takes the view that this definition 

can be read only in such a wa)' that if a Judge'S sick leave expires any time before six months 

of illness a Judge is entitled to immediately apply for long term disability benefits. The 

Tribunal recommends that this definition of Elimination Period in the Long Term Disabili ty 

program continue. 

6. Professional Allowance 

• This Tribunal recommends that: 

o That each full time Provincial Court Judge be provided with an annual professional 

allowance of $4000.00 and each per diem Judge an annual professional allowance of 

$1000.00 retroactive to April I , 2013. 

o The sum of $1000.00 for each full time Judge and $500.00 for each per diem Judge from 

each professional allowance will be reserved in a pool, retroactive to April 1,2013, 

exclusively to fund the costs of an annual mandatory judicial education event (including 

the costs of educational resources, travel, and/ or electronic attendance). This event 

would be for a minimum of onc day for all full time and per diem Judges. The judicial 

education event shall be planned in consultation between the Chief Judge and the 
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Association. For greater certainty, whether or not entirely expended for the judicial 

education event, the amounts annually assigned to the pool from each professional 

allowance, shall not be available to the individual Judge, but rather shall be used only for 

the cost of the annual judicial education event. 

o The balance o f the professional allowance ($3000.00 for full time Judges and $500.00 for 

per diem Judges) may be utilized for any items needed by the Judge in his or her 

discretion to ful fll his or her duties, including books, subscriptions, memberships In 

professional organizations, continuing legal education, and judicial attire. 

7. Judicial Indemniry 

• This Tribunal recommends no change with respect to the Judicial Indemnity Policy. 

8. Bereavement 

• This Tribunal recommends a period of three days bereavement leave for the deaths of 

enumerated close family members and one day for the deaths of other enumerated extended 

family members. 

9. Costs 

• The Tribunal recommends that the Province shall pal' 2/3 of the Association's reasonable 

legal fees and 100% of its reasonable disbursements including, but not limited to, expert 

witness fees. The reasonableness of fe es shall be taxable by the Tribunal at the Province's 

request. 
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:1 oP-
DATED AT St. John's in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador this rj.J. day of 

December, 2015. 

D. Bradford L. Wicks Q.c. (Chair) 

J. David Eaton Q.C. (Judges' Representative) 

helan (Province's Representative) 
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APPENDIX A 

Filings and Exhibits of the Association and the Province 
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a) Joint Submissions of the Association and the Province dated April 13, 2015: 

1. Provincial COilrt Ad, 1991 

2. Ref",n",., Remnneration of j udges of The Provincial COllrt ojPri",. Edward Island; Reference rt Independence and 

Impartiality ofth, Province Court justices of Prince Edward Island, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 3 ("PEl Refmnc,") 

3. Provincial Court Judges Association of New Bnmswi,'k v. New Bmnswick (lvIil1isler of Justice); Ontario judges' 

ASJocioliol1 v. On/mio (M..anagement Board); Bodner v. Alber/a; Confere11ce des Juges du Quebe,,; v. QJlebet' (Allomry 

Ceneralj; Mine v. Quebef (Attomry Ceneralj, [2005] S.c.]. No. 47 ("Bodner") 

4. Report of the Newfoundland Provincial Court Judges Salar), and Benefits Tribunal dated April 14, 

1992 ("Whalen Report) 

5. Report of the Newfoundland Provincial Court Judges Salary and Benefits Tribunal dated September 

14,2001 , ("Hoegg Report") 

6. Newfollndland Association of Provincial COllrt j udges ! '. Newfoundland and Labradar, [2003] N .J . No. 196 

(S.C) 

7. "Tribunal Ruling", Steele Tribunal, April 30, 2007 

8. Report of the Newfoundland Provincial Court Judges Salary and Benefits Tribunal dated May 2006 

("Steele Report") 

9. Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Court Judges Salaries and Benefits Tribunal Report, April 

2007. 

10. Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Court Judges Salaries and Benefits Tribunal Report 

Addendum of David Day, Q.c., dated April 2007 

11 . Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Court Judges Salaries and Benefits Tribunal Report, 

September 2010 ("Andrews Report") 

12. Manitoba Provincialjudges'Ann. v. Manitoba, (2012) M.J. No. 105 (Q.B.) 

13. Manitoba Pro"iucial judge!" Assn. v. Manitoba, [2013] M.J. No. 279 (C.A .) 

14. Puisne Judges' SalOl1eS Across Canada, as of April 10, 2015 

15. Annual Report 2013-2014: Provincial Court of Newfoundland and Labrador 

16. Provincial Court judges' Pemion Plan Act, SNL 2004, 1'-29.1 
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b) Documents of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, dated April 13, 2015 

1. Departmental Salary Details 2014/15, Budget 2014, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

2. Prol'illt1al Court Judges' AsslI. (New Brunswick) v. New Brtlllswi"k (MilliJ'!'" of Justice). 2003 NBCA 54 

3. Judicial Compensation and Benefits Tribunal, Report oJthe Judicial Compensation and Benefits Commission, 

submitted to the Minister of Justice of Canada (15 May 2012) 

4. Canadian Bar Association. Report of the Canadian Bar Associatioll C0111tnillee on the J ndependence of the 
Judiciary in Canada (20 August 1984) 

5. Auditor General of Newfoundland and Labrador, Report of the Auditor General to the House oj Assembly, 

Audit of the Financial Statements of the Pro vi"," of Newfoundland and Labrador,for the Year Ended 31 March 

2014 

6. 2014 / 15 Fall Update, The Honourable Ross Wiseman, Minister of Finance and President of the 

Treasury Board 

7. Royal Commission on Renewing and Strengthening our Place in Canada, OlfT Place in Canada, NIailt 

Report (2003) 

8. Economic Review 2014, Economic Research and Ana1ysis Division, Deparnnent of Finance, 

Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

9. Beauregard v. Canada, [1986] 2 SCR 56 

10. Report of the J udiical Remuneration Revicw Commission (prince Edward Island) (March 31, 2005) 

11. British Columbia Judges Compensation Commission, Final Report oj the 2007 British Columbia Judges 
Compensation Commission (1 April 2007 - 31 March 2011) 

12. Solicitor's Pay Plan, Department of Justice, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

13. Compensation Policy and Procedures Manual, Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

14. Judicial Compensation and Benefits Tribunal, Report of thtl Judicial CotJIpmsatiOll al1d Bmifits Commissiol1, 

subinitted to the Minister of Justice of Canada (30 May 2008) 

15. Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Court Judges' Pension Plan, Actuarial Valuation for 

Accounting Proposes as at December 31,2014, Report prepared October 2013 
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16. Labour Standards Act, RSNL 1990, c. L-2 

17. Dispute Resolution Decision, the Honourable Judge David G. Riche, April 2, 2013 

18. Rules of the Supreme COllrt, 1986, SNL 1986 c42 Schedule D, Rule 54.03 

19. Canada (Minister of Employment and Immigration) v. Kwan, 38 ACWS (2d) 1 

20. R v. NewfoundlandAssodation ofPlVvindalCourtJudges, 2000 NFCA 46 
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c) Documents of the Association (Including its Reply Submission) 

1. Jurisdiction of each Provincial and Territorial Court 

2. Statistical Review - Recidivism; Family Violence Court - Retention Analysis 

3. Correspondence between counsel for the Association and Government Ie: the appointing f the 
\X 'icks Tribunal 

4. Letters from Susan Dawes to Rolf Pritchard, dated March 23, 2015 and April 6, 2015 

5. Excerpt of Hansard of House of Assembly Proceedings, April 12, 2011, re Implementation of 

Andrews Report 

6. Practice backgrounds of Current Judges; Email from Law Society of NL, dated March 27, 2015 

,. Report of the Second (2003) Quadrennial Judicial Compensation & Benefits Commission (the 

"McLennan Report") (excerpt) 

8. "The Newfoundland and Labrador Economy and the Financial Position of its Provincial 

Government", James P. Feehan, Economics Consultant, April 8, 2015 ("Feehan Report") 

9. Curriculum vitae of James P. Feehan 

10. 2014 Nova ScotiaJCC Report 

11. Newfoundland Provincial Court Judges v. Newfoundland, [2000J NJ No. 258 (excerpt) 

12. Net Professional Income for Self-Employed Lawyers, Tax Year 2010, compiled by the Canada 

Revenue Agency for the 201 1 Quadrennial Judicial Compensation and Benefits Commission 

13. 2014 SaskatchewanJCC Report (excerp t) 

14. 2013 .\ lberta JCC Report (excerpt) 

15. 2008 Nova ScotiaJ CC Report (excerpt) 

16. 2002 Non Scotia JCC Report (excerpt) 

17. 2011 Manitoba JCC Report (excerpt) 

18. 2008 Manitoba JCC Report (excerpt) 
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19. Gm"ernment Resolution, adopted December 13, 2001 re: recommendations of Hoegg Tribunal 
(Schedules A and A.l only) and excerpt of Hansard, December 13, 2001. 

20. Letter from S. Dawes to Hon. Felix Collins, November 15, 2011; Letter from S. Dawes to Assistant 

Deputy Minister Ballard,January 31, 2012 

21. 2002 Supplementary Nova Scotia JCC Report on Income Protection (Appendix only) 

22. CAPC]: National Education Guidelines for Provincial and TerritorialJudges 

23. 2012-2014 Strategic Plan, Provincial Court of Newfoundland and Labrador 

24. Judicial Indemnity Policy - Newfoundland and Labrador 

25. 2013 British ColumbiaJCC Report (excerpt) 

26. Orsborn Commission of EnquiI), into Salaries and Benefits of Provincial Court Judges, 1985 

(excerpt) 

27 . Tables from the Newfoundland Statistics Agency and from Statistics Canada regarding CPI, A \1('E 

and Primary Household Income ("Statistics Tables") 

28. N,w BrullJwick Provindal Courl Judges' Assodalioll v. N,w Bnlllswick, [2003] N.B.]. No. 321 (excerpt) 

29. Friedland, A Place Apart: J udicial Independence and Accountability in Canada, Ottawa: Canadian 

Judicial Council, 1995 (excerpt) 

30. 1995 Federal Triennial Commission Report (excerpt) 

31. Report of the 1993 Provincial Court Commission (Saskatchewan) (excerpt) 

32. Email of Todd Stanley to S. Dawes, dated December 10, 2014 

33. Public Service Pension Plan Reform Agreement, September 2, 2014 

34. Frequently Asked Questions - Pension Reform Agreement 

35. Ensuring Stability of the Public Service Pension Plan, Technical Briefing, September 2014 

(Government of Newfoundland and Labrador) 

36. 2010 Non ScotiaJCC Report (excerpt) 

37. Letter from A. Sauve to S. Dawes, dated April 29, 2015 (Suave Report) 
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38. Curriculum Vitae of Andre Suave 

39. Decision of Mr. Justice Riche in the matter of the Judicial Indemnity Policy, April 2, 2013 
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d) Exhibits Tendered During Hearings 

1. Commissions in Canada Established Since PEl Rejerence Case, 1997 

2. Payment of Judicial Costs in Commissions in Canada Since PEl Rejenince Case, 1997 

3. Puisne Judges Salaries Across Canada (all Salaries run from April 1 to March 31 in each fiscal rear 

except as noted) 

4. 2014 ManitobaJCC Report 

5. Budget 2015: Balancing Choices for a Promising Future. Newfoundland and Labrador, April 30, 

2015. 

e) Post-Hearing Correspondence 

1. Letter dated June 2, 2015 from Tribunal concerning sick !eaye and long term disability 

2. Reply of Association dated June 25, 2015 

3. Reply of Province dated August 17, 2015 

4. Correspondence of Association dated D ecember 2, 2015 enclosing New Brunswick 2012 

Tribunal Report and Response of Government 
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